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Resident Hunter bill are those o f :
THAT “ HOTEL BILL”
TOO LATE WHEN
i resentment, for it, taken with the |
Bull Moose hill outcome, proves., to
HORSE SS STOLEN |my mind, that the constituents o f

>

5

i the majority of the state legisla- thinks Proposed Bill for Investiga
j tureg are short-sighted and penur
tion of Hotels Unneeded—Not
Lives in State Where Residents and ious when it ccimes bo putting their
Very Good Advertising
j hands into their own pockets to help
Non-Residents Pay License
protect and maintain the game infor Maine.
j terests of the state.
From their
and Well Satisfied With
1arguments against the Bull Moose
Results.
Sumner, Me., April 7, 1913.
bill it’s evident enough their good
judgment was over-weighted by the To the Editor o f Maine Woods:
New York, April 7, 1913. : glitter of the non-resident hunters'
Are the hotels of the “ Nation’s
Igold; but their action on the ResiT o the Editor of Maine Wood®:
playground,’
’ in grand old Maine to
I dent Hunter License bill showed a
As a grandson of the state
of
be quarantined against the mighty
still lower ebb of good judgment,
Maine (my father, George Shepard
host that annually delight to enjoy
Page, having been bom in East j I am happy to say I live in a their excellent tidy attractions? The
Readfield, Me.) and a most loyal ad i state (New Jersey) where both non- proposed unneeded bill for an in
mirer of the greatest recreation I residents and resident® pay a lio- vestigation of our hotels would in
state in the Union, I have naturally ense to hunt, and while it has been dicate to an outsider something rot
been very much interested in the | in force for several years, I have ten.
At least, from onr standpoint
bill® before your legislatures
ef yet to hear one 'complaint. My it looks like a very unwise method
only
regret
is
that
this
law
was
niot
fecting- the ihunting of moose and
to advertise and call attention
tc
passed ten years or more ago, as
the licensing of resident hunters.
our most agreeaible hotel conditions
While I never hunted moose in our native quail is now almost ex j in Maine.
Southern
Maine, I have watched for several tinct, and the imported
I We imagine that this call did n
years the results cf those who have, quail and English pheasant® are a eminate from that anually increas
mighty
poor
substitute.
When
as reported in your interesting pa
ing delightful throng that are fas
per.
Personally, I was in favor of Maine’s “ horse’’ is stolen there will cinated by our charms.
For sever
be
a
mighty
howl,
and
those
who
a close time for at least three years
al
years
past
and
until
failing
health
on all moose, and was naturally dis have defeated these two bill® will handicapped our efforts we have de
make
the
most
noise
appointed with the decision of your
voted annually some time in ex
Yours with regret.
legislatures in this respect; but my
ploring for attractive features in
feelings on their action with the
Albion L. Page.
Maine and border states and par

Rifle

ODANANICHE L O D G E ,
LAND

OF

F U L F IL M E N T .

GRAND

NORWAY PINES AND SDNSET CAMPS
A N D D O B SIS L A K E S Washington County. Main*.

“ BR O VEN ” Best in Fishing Possibilities. " A C K N O W L E D G E D ” Best in Hunting Possibilities
Best watered and wooded for the vacationist. Mecca for the sufferer from H ay Fever. Old fashioned
eooking. Home made condiments. Running’water. Opeo’ fire places, Sanitary drainage. Circulars.
W . G. R O SE . Grand Lake Stream. Washington County. Maine

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. B 0W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
*
*
»

Maine.

G R A N T ’ S C A M P S. K EN N E B A G O . M A IN E . One train a day up to June 23, 1913After June 23, trains leave Portland 7.10 A . M., arrive Kennebago 12.10 P. M. Leave
Boston S.55 A. M. via Dover, or 10.00 A . M. via Portsmouth, Portland 1.10 P. M., arrive
Kennebago 6.10 P. M. Returning; leave Kennebago 6.30 A . M. and 12.30 P. M ., arrive
Boston 3.15 P. M. and 9.00 P. M.
Write for rates and detailed information.

ED G RANT CEL SON CO ..

K en n eb a go ,

M aine

"^ ^ r o v m ^ T ^ a m p s ^ I ^ a k i r K e z a r ™
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us forbooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.

2 3 ,0 0 0
n e R B S
© F
WILD LAND
Warm and comfortable home and outlying camps. Guaranteed standing shot at deer. All kinds of big game, duck and partridge shooting.
Good guides furnished. Telephone connection. Write for particulars.

JU LIAN K. VILES & SON,

Franklin Co., Tim, Maine.

ticularly in the “ Pine Tree State.’’
We have visited every county in
the state except Aroostook and ev
ery ciity and large town except Bel
fast and Oldtown, and have yet to
find by personal experience a single
place calling for any such foolish
legislation as that proposed.
My
wife, who has a keen eye for the
least dirt, usually accompanied me
on these tours and she has nothing
but praise for the hotels visited.
W® have been guests for
several
years at various times in the Rangeley lake regions and know that the
dozen hotels and camps there are
tidy and very homelike and comfort
able.
In all our experience we
never found a place infested with
vermin or suggesting needed housecleaning.
The hotels there
rank
in clean, neat service with the
Rickers’ hotel® at Poland Springs,,
Kineo and Rockland.
The Marbles,
Bowley, Barker, Burns and Coburn,
whose neat service we have enjoy
ed, all “ know how to keep a hotel’’
—an assurance of success. To send
a person to find “ bed bugs’’ or any
unsanitary conditions there, is an
insult to their skill and reputation.
In hotel business, especially, every
thing depends on good reputation.
Grand old Maine, however,
has
such an enviable reputation as a
charming pleasure resort, that no
libel on her hospitable places of en
tertainment will shake the confideno
of those who know their excellence.
It may effect those who have nev
er yet known her virtues.
Every
hotel man or camp owner well
knows that to ensure good patronage
his premises must ibe kept neat a n d
tidy.
Slocum.

|

INCORRECT
STATEMENT
BLAKESLEE

LAKE

G A M P S , E u stis,

M e.

The place for your spring fishing. Trout and Salmon. More fish
caught at this camp than any other place in the state. There is someone
in your town, or near by, who has fished here and we will send you his
name, on request, for reference. JOSEPH H. WHITE, Prop.
Address until spring,
SKINNER, ME.

SPRING FISHING
SEASON OF 1913

THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Publishes a beautiful little
entitled ‘‘FISHING” . It tells all
in the Rangeley and Dead River
and contains an accur at e M ap
A d d re s s with stamp,

F. N. B E AL, G. P. H.f

booklet in c o l o r s
about whe re to go
Reigon of Maine,
of this Terri to ry .

Phillips, Maine.

The following item appeared in a
Rockland paper of recent date:
“ Earle Marshall returned to Range
ley yesterday after a short vacation.
He was an interested spectator at
Saturday night’s basketball game,
having played against Fall River on
a previous occasion'.
The football
season at Rangeley is over, and re
sulted to th e ; complete satisfaction
of Captain Marshall’s team, inas
much as it eventually vanquished the
Phillips team.’’
The next week the same paper has
the following correction:
“ A Hope subscriber asks us to
deny the statement that the Range ley basketball team defeated Phil
lip® in their second game. According
to his version Phillips won both
games.
The Hope subscriber’s version is
O. K.

andPistol Cartridges
It is plain to understand w h y W in chester cart
ridges,

generally

other makes.

speaking,

shoot

better than

It has to do with the reputation

of W inchester rifles.

Y ou see, W in chester cart

ridges adapted to W in chester rifles are made to
get the best possible results out of them .

A s the

sam e equipment, organization and system are em 
ployed in making all W inchester cartridges, it nat
urally follows that W in chester cartridges do the best
shooting in all firearms.

W inchester cartridges are

made for all calibers and makes o f rifles,
revolvers and pistols and are sold every
where. T hey cost no more than inferior kinds.

A S K FOR

THU

RED W

••«4y*crc-v.

BRAND

-ov-vr.xzxz

L A K E W O O D C A M P S , M i D D L E D A M , MAINE
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river V
affords the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bathroom.
I'
For particulars write for free circular to
G A P T . E. F. G O BU RN ,

M I D D L E D A M , M A IN E
X X

THE DEXTERS
IN WELD
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Dexter, who
have spent the winter in Boston, ar
rived in Weld last week to spend
the sumjmer at their fine cottage.
Mr. and! Mi®. Dexter came via Dixfield and were guests at Hotel Stan
ley for one night.
The Deixters are royal entertain
ers and their home is the scene of
many social events throughout the
summer.

DOINGS AT
THE CAPITAL
The absorbing interest
in the
doings of the Maine legislature for
the past week has of course been in
the impeachment cases
of the
sheriffs of the state and one county
attorney.
The first to be tried was venerable
John W. Ballou, 80 years of age and
for 36 years sheriff of Sagadahoc
county, and he was found guilty of
malfeasance and will be removed by
Governor Haines.
This decision was reached shortly
before midnight, Friday, when the
legislature voted to present an ad
dress to the Governor and request
Ballou’® removal.
The Senate voted
18 to U for removal and the House
voted 81 to 50.
The other sheriff® are coming
along in turn and the end is not
yet.
Some have been sanguine
that
the legislature would, be able to
adjourn this week, while others
think they have at least
another
week before them.
The 76th Legislature, Wednesday
afternoon, placed the fate of Sher
iff Lewis W. Moulton of Cumberland
county in the hands of
Governor
Haines.
The Senate, voting 17 to 12, and
the House, voting 80 to 64, adopted
the address asking his removal.
Every Democrat in the Senate reg
istered himself against this action.
Two Republicans, Bailey of Penob
scot and Hagerthy of Hancock, vot
ed with the Democrats.
Five of
the House Democrats voted for re
moval every Republican but one fav
oring this action.
The five Demo
crats were Representatives Dunton
of Belfast, Harman of Stonington,
Lawry o f Fairfield, Sargent of Port
land and Winohenbaugh of Waldoboro.
The .Republican was Rep.
Austin .of Phillips.
Mr. Austin of Phillips moved that

the proceedings in this executive
session be made a part of the pro
ceedings of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr, Newbert of Augusta:
Mr.
Speaker, I move that the injunction
as to secrecy in the ' proceedings
taken in executive session in the
matter of John W. Ballou, sheriff of
the county of Sagadahoc, be remov
ed so that the record of the yea
and nay vote will go into the rec
ord.
The motion was agreed to.
On motion by Mr. Wing of Frank
lin, An Act relative to compensation
to. employes for personal injuries re
ceived in the course cf their em
ployment and to the prevention of
such injuries, was taken from the
tableMr. Wing: Mr. President, I un
derstand that the House indefinite
ly postponed this bill..
The sen
ator from Oxford in an endeavor to
make some changes that would make
the bill mere acceptable to
the
members of the House has ordered
two amendments.
There is stiM
another amendment which I believe
is a very important matter, and one
that was offered in the House, be
fore the bill was passed upon
by
that body.
The member that o f
fered the amendment
was
very
much interested in it and
other
members of the House and I believe
it would add a great deal of
strength to the bill! if it was adopt
ed by the Senate and included with
the other amendments.
(The amendment was read by the
president.)
Mr. Stearns of Oxford: Mr. Pres
ident, at the time the amendment
which I think is similar to this one
introduced in the House, it was con 
sidered somewhat by the committee
and it was not thought by them at
that time to be a desirable amend
ment.
W e believed it was a strong
er bill with the exemption as it
was arranged.
There did develop
that there was some desire on the
part of House members for this
change, but the committee insisted
and the House rejected the amend
ment.
Since the matter has been
under discussion (between the two
bodies on the disagreeing action
of the two. branches it has felt a de
sire to make it as near possible a
bill .that would be acceptable to the
House. . If the senator from Frank
lin believes that the present atti
tude of the House is such that this
will remove some objections, I will
not oppose the amendment at this
time.
On motion by Mr. Wing, Senate
(Continued on Page Four.)
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DEMAND FOR
FIRST FISH
22 C alib er

Season Opened April Fool's Day—

R ep ea tin g
1
'R if

Early Salmon Bring $1.25
Per Pound.

sence of the fish from these waters.
This is explained variously according
to the ideas of different students of
the fish’s habits, some of whom
have spent every season on the pool
for years and from result, base their
theories on the fish themselves.
Yet now and then all these pret
ty theories are smashed entirely to
pieces and everything comes out ex
actly the opposite of the forecast
by the oldesst habitue so that noth
ing definite can be foretold from
normal indications.
If, as some men have all ways in
sisted, high water means a gener
ous run, o f salmon, then indeed this
present season which opened at
12.01 a. m. Tuesday morning, ought
to be fairly bubbling over with re
sults all through the season.
The
fishing with the fly is permitted up
to Sept. 15, but owing to the un
desirability of fish caught after the
early or middle part of July, the
fishing here generally ends . with
the passing o f the last June run,
the weir fishermen being obliged to
lift their traps for the season about
the same time, that the late runs
may still have a wide open course
to the spawning grounds, 200 miles
inland, more or less.
Although the heavy rain of Mon
day evening would render the wa
ter too turbid, under normal condi
tions, for the lurking fish to see
the lure, four or five fishermen de
termined to make the venture and
throughout the fishing portion
of
the day their boats were
rowed
steadily ab°ut in the hope
that
something unexpected might happen
—and each of the fishermen hoped
he might be the chosen, recipient
the unexpected prize from
Dame
Nature.—Bangor Commercial.

hold the wooden felQotvs where they
belong.
In picking up your decoys with the
home-made anchors, you probably
wind the line around the decoy,
which does not improve its appear
ance or add to its life, and you have
the bother -of unwinding the
line
and straightening out the tangle of
decoys, lines and anchors up at t e
house.
In picking up decoys equip
ped with the Marlin anchor,
you
merely lift the decoy anchor, win
the line at one side and slip the an
chor over the decoy’s head, as shown
by illustration.
Then -set your de
coys away until you are ready to go
ducking again.
This convenient anchor is 5 in
ches long, -made of lead,
cannot
rust or wear out, and is the finest
little article ever devised for the
convenience and comfort of the duck
shooter.
Full information
about
the anchor and also about a new
decoy breast weight will- be given
on request by The Marlin Firearms
Co., 33 Willow street, New Haven,

SPRING WORK GOES
ON AT HATCHERY
Proprietor Ellis Making Improve
ment at Bald Mountain Camps
—Horse Racing on
Quimby Pond.

(Special to Maine Woods).
There have been years and many
of them, when the legal opening of
Mountain, View, Me., April 7, 1913.
the salmon pool below Treat’s falls,
‘m o d e m s 2 0
The eggs at the hatchery are near
The safety, comfort and conveni
known to the modern .generation as
ly all hatched and a large number
ence of the fflar&ft solid top, closedthe Water Works dam, which is
feeding.
In the drawer room the
in breech and side ejection features
scheduled for April Fool's day, found
drawers are worth seeing.
Each
are combined with the quick, easy
the turbulent waters of
the pool
manipulation of the popular sliding
drawer, 1x10 ft. contains on an aver
fore-end or “ pump” action in the new
bounded by an immense field of un
age of 40,000 fish, from the
tiny
Model 20 RZar/ut rifle.
broken ice that stretched from the
fellow
just
hatched
to
one
and
a
In rapid firing—the real test of a re
lower edge of the opening
below
peater—the
solid top ia always a
quarter inches long, while a few
protection and prevents smoke and gases
the dam to the upper limit of wa
drawers stilil contain the egg trays
blowing back ; the ejected shell is never
thrown into your face or eyes, and never
ter navigation somewhere about
and even in these the fish may be
interferes with the a im ; the fat forearm fits
Winterport.
This year Dame Na
seen hatching which is just as fas
your hand and helps quick operation.
ture has stolen a march on the leg
cinating as watching through
the
It handles the short, long and long-rifle
cartridges without change in adjustment,
islative
efforts
of
mere
man
and
glass
doors
on
an
incubator,
and
and the deep Ballard rifling guarantees the
accuracy, making it the finest little rifle in
she opened the pool days ago, so
seeing the tiny chick pick through.
the world for target shooting and for all
that what few. salmon there might
small game up to ISO or 200 yards.
The big tanks outside s ‘ ‘]i contain
Conn.
be lurked behind the big rocks in the
the large fish one, two and three
For full description ot
bottom of this tumultuous retiring
years old or what would be called
all Z fta r/ in t Repeaters,
place for the denizens of the deep,
large
brook trout.
The winter cov
M
AN
N
O
T
FRO
M
APES.
just get our 136-page
might see to avoid rubbing the hide
erings have been removed from all
catalog. Mailed free
off their noses while searching for
for 3 stamps postage
outside tanks and everything
put
If the theories on the descent of in shape for the summer. The walla
a way to the upper reaches of the
man, held by Dr. Alexis Carrel, who and ceilings have had a new coat o f
'ff/e 77farf/n filrear/ns Co.,
long Penobscot.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
3 3 Villow Street,
recently wen the Nobel prize
in paint and as soon as the young fish
It is possible that somebody may
..suss
medicine, and who is the discoverer now in the drawers are old enough
play an, April Fool joke on a silof the fact that the entire viscera to be placed in the tanks, the draw
versid-ed king of freslh water fish
of the living bedy can be removed ers are to be painted inside and
DEPUTY
F O R E S T C O M M I S S IO N  an<l land it, all glistening and pant
and made .to perform their func out, so that next summer when one
ERS N A M E D .
ing, a prize of superior skill and
tions, are correct, mankind will at visits this interesting spot, every
tackle against muscle and wariness,
once be relieved of the burden Dr. thing will be bright and clean. Har
Blaine S. Viles, State land agent but the chances are mainly against
Darywin once placed upon jt, to the lan Curtis, the new superintendent*
and forest commissioner, announc any such luck falling to the average
effect that the prehistoric ancestors is doing excellent work and the eggs
fisherman
who
is
enthusiastic
enoug
ed the appointment of Neil L. Vioskipped
about from tree to
tree have hatched exceedingly well under
lette o f Van Buren as deputy for to brave the rigors of a day on the
|with the aid of a tail and lived on his care and he is reckoning on
wind
lown
waters
of
the
pool.
est commissioner to fifll the vacan
bananas and cocoanutg'.
Dr. Carrel ever a million fingerlings to plant
The first fish is always spoken for,
cy caused by the resignation
of
in an exhaustive interview on the next fall.
in
fact
certain
o
f
the
local
dealers
N E W DECOY A N CHO R.
Charles W. Curtis of Brewer. Mr.
subject of the Origin of Man, de
Bald Mountain Camps are underCurtis held the office for several have a standing order year in and
clares every later development in .gedng a great improvement this
year
out,
to.
ship
the
first
salmon
If you have ever cussed the duck I
years under Forest Commissioners
Bath rooms are being ad
and that scooted by with a merry quack! j the science of medicine and surgery spring.
Ring and Mace.
He will, on the caught, to a certain address
tends to disapprove Dr. Darwin’s the ded', a new office built and a long
first of April, enter the employ of send the bill "o a friend of the con quack! before you had set your de ory that the human race had its or
felt want is being filled
by the
the Great Northern Paper Co., in signee in Maine, whatever that bill coys, you will appreciate the good igin -in the monkey.
building of a garage.
Amo-s Ellis
its Bangor office.
The position may be-—and. it sometimes runs up features of the new decoy anchor
Dr. Carrel substantiates his re and son, Bernard, have cut
and
close to $1.50 a pound, although the shown here.
This handy little ar
pays a salary of $1500 per annum.
marks, by declaring that the most hauled .the timber off Ellisdale Farm
average
return
to
the
fisherman
ticle
has
just
been
brought
out
by
Mr. Violette is at present, a mempound, the Marlin Firearms Co., through salient proofs at hand are the non- the past winter but have had to take
'ber of the Legislature from Van himself is about $1.25 a
which,
if
the
first
fish
be
a
25
pound their department of Ideal reloading |success of operations wherein the advantage c f the last fall of snow
Buren, is 91 years of age, a gradu
organs of the monkey have
been to haul back the sawed timber from
dandy,
as
has
been
the
case,
his tools and specialties.
ate of St. Mary’s college and the !
transferred to the human body. Much Rangeley.
day’s
work
is
far
from
lost
in
a
For
the
duck
shooter
there
is
no
University of Maine school of law. j
has
The road between O-quossoc and
real! enjoyment in setting out
or greater success, he declares,
While in college Mr, Violette was j financial sense.
been
achieved
when
the
origans
of
Rangeley
is strewn with stoves, bed
collecting
decoys—the
fun
is
in
the
In these days the number of real
the catcher on the university base
the lower forms of animal life h-ave springs, sleds and wagons, every
ball team.
He is in every
way simon pure .sportsmen who fish for shooting—and it's ycur cue to take
been used, such as those from the ! mile or so, especially on the hills
competent to fill the duties of the the love of it and never sell a pound advantage of these time savers whic
sheep, the -dog and the cow.
where teams coming out of
the
minimize
the
work
and
eliminate
of
their
catch,
be
it
large
or
small,
'Position.
He also was employed
“ Many men,’’ asserted Dr. Carrel, woods have had to lighten
their
for a time in the office of the reg are Comparatively few at the Ban
“ have for years contended that the loads on account c f so much bare
istry of deeds for the northern dis gor pool, although there are still
similarity
in the construction cf the ground.
Much of it was picked up
some who, following the ledges and
trict of Aroostook county.
monkey and iman was proof suffic Saturday and Sunday on the new
the
ways
of
the
fish,
can
navigate
Mr. Violette will assume hi® new
ient as to the origin cf the latter, snow but some has been left until
position, at the close of the legis satisfactorily among the men who
physological science, however, does better wheeling.
fish
there
for
a
business.'
There
j
lative session.
The appointment
not
deduct that way. This standard
Wheels have again been replaced
are several of these latter and they
gives universal satisfaction.
regards the formation and similar with runners as the six inches of
grow strong of arm and brown of
ity of the various, tissues and glands, snow which fell Saturday night made
PREDICTS ICE WILL LEAVE POND face as, day after day, they
pu
their natural length of life and their excellent sleighing for a few days
early.
their way over the tossing surface
ability to thrive when transferred and a number of people took ad
of
the
pool,
hoping
that
a
salmon
(Special to Maine Woods).
to the opposite being, as the fund vantage o f it for -their last sleigh,
will rise to the gaudy bit of feat]
Carry Pond, April 3, 1913.
amental basis for comparison. This i ride for the winter also -to haul luiners
and
tinsel
contrived,
so
artis
Henry J. Lane, proprietor of Carry
being
accepted as the true standard i, her to and from the mill.
Pond Camps, left camp this week for tically! to stimulate the curiosity of
for reasoning, then most assuredly,
There was another horse trot on
the
fiish
lurking
so
far
below
in
’he
his annual trip to Boston and New
man never had an ape or an orang Quimby pond the last of the week.
depths.
York, where he will meet many of
outang as a prehistoric ancestor.’’
New ones were tried out and good
Sometimes the pool here
has
hi® friends and former .guest®
at
Dr. Farrel further discredited the showing made.
been
well
populated
with
these
no
Carry Pond.
assertions which he is alleged
to
Arthur Briggs of Wi nthro p was in
Mr. Lane thinks the ice will leave ble game fish and then, for no ap
have made, to the effect that by town a few days the last of the
the pond earlier than last year and parent reason, the opening of the
transferring organs of animals, or week inspecting work at the hatch
season ha.s developed an entire absets the time about May 1st.
even of other humans, the life of ery.
a -man could be prolonged indefinite
the waste c f good duck shooting
ly.
time.
He declared each organ is made to
There’s no more need
to
fuss
live just so long -in the animal to
along with the usual hunk of lead
which it originally belonged.
Ac
0. W PICKLE,
or railroad, spike or other
make
TAXIDERMIST
cordingly, even though transferred
shift decoy anchor, wasting
duel
Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackle.
to the human body it would die when Indian
Moccasins,
Baskets and Souvenirs.
shooting time in untangling lines and
M A IN E
it had lived the time originally al- R AN G ELE Y.
adjusting weights in setting out your
loted to it.
decoys.
There’s no need to freeze
In the case cf a human organism
EDMOND J. BOUCHER,
your hands at the beginning of the
be
Licensed Scientific Taxidermist
day, chilling that good old .trigger being transferred, he said he
(Tanner) Will give you Standard and Moth,
finger on which success in
duck lieved it wrould make no difference proof
work in all branches of Taxidermy and
>sh.ooting largely depends. For you in the life c f the given person, for Tanning. Price list with useful instructions.
FREE.
N . E. Tel. 572-62.
who have generously cussed the de the reason -that every organism -is 186 Main St.,
Auburn, Me.
coys, the ducks and the man who long. He believes that even though
invented duck shooting—here's some death was not caused from the tran
T. A. JAMES
sferred organ it would result from
thing you need and you want.
Will
continue
to do business in Wine
the
wearing
out
of
some
other
one
When your decoys are equipped
throp and make a specialty of Muw
with this new decoy anchor, as il in that body. '*
' um work and mounting and painting
lustrated, you can turn over in bed
of flab in oil and water color.
a couple of times after the other

TAXIDERMISTS

fellow has started out -or you can
enjoy the good hearty
breakfast
which you need on a cold, brisk No
vember morning.
To set out ycur
line of decoys, you just lift the an
chor from the decoy’s neck and drep
it overboard.
It finds bottom it
self, unwinding just
the
correct
length cf line whether
water
is
deep or shallow.
Shooting on tide
water, where the other
fellow’s
decoys lift tlieir anchors and. float
away on the rising tide, and give
much annoyance and bother, -your de
' y i ' ' " s v ” l auk'vmaUcePy r e 

Is famous p ie -cr u st flour
— makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly di
gestible. Just as g ood for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
A nd i h e m ost eco nom ica 1 flour
m i l l e d — g i v e s you m ost
loaves to the sack.
Y ou r grocer keeps W illia m
Tell. Insist on it n ext time

c.

h.

McKenzi e

trading c o „

Ph illips.

maine.

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 1912 I Win throp,
Prepares thoroughly for all
oollleges and scientific schools.
College, Classical

and
English Courses.

-

-

-

Maine,

“ Honmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

Location ideal fk>r high mountain air
M. L.
Monmouth,
pure water and .quiet environment.

GKTCHKLL CO.,
.

.

.

Maine*

A teacher for every 20 pupils.
W in te r term opens Tuesday, Decem
ber, 31, 1912.
Spring term opens
Wednesday, April 1, 1913.

RODS AND SNOWSHOES

I make Rangeley wood and spli6
and
Write principal bamboo rod® fior Sly fishing
trolling.
Rods
to
let.
Snowishoe®
E. SAR GEN T. Litt.
D.

Catalog on request.
W
H £■b r

n.

M a r e
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sure enough, he had a dandy set of
antlers.
My companion, soon de
cided to shoot and he took careful
aim and then the rifle cracked and
the deer fell all in a heap. We stood
and never stirred, thinking we might
start others to moving, and we
stood there several minutes but not
PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, WON BY
even the sound of a squirrel was to
be heard; so we carefully walked
toward the buck and sure enough
there lay a dandy eight point buck.
We got busy right away and dressed
A nd tobacco cannot k e e p fresh after it is cut up, any
it out and making packs of it started
better than bread or meat can. T o get fresh tobacco,
The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
for our little camp where we were to
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes spend another night. We carefully
Cartridges won FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
into your pipe. T hat’s the w a y you use Sickle tobacco—
put the liver o,n a stick and walked
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.
that’s the reason it bum s slowly, and always affords you on to camp feeling fine, although we
Match A. Revolver Championship
Match D. Military Record
1st—A. M. Poindexter, 467
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook, 212
had hehvy packs and the straps cut
a cool, sweet, s a tisfy in g smoke.
Match F. Pocket Revolver Championship
our shoulders we did not complain,
1st—Dr. O. A. Burgeson, 208
Tobacco that com es already cut-up, in packages, gets as that was part of the game.
T W O N E W RECO RDS:
dry and stale— b u m s fast and hot, and bites your
We got back to camp about 4
Match C. Military Revolver Championship Match E. Revolver Team Championship
tongue. The o r ig in a l fla v or and m oistu re cannot escape |o ’clock that night rather tired, wet
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook 621
1st—Denver Revolver Club 774
|
While he wrestled
from the Sickle plug— they are p ressed in and k e p t in ! and hungry.
PETERS REVOLVER AN D RIFLE CARTRIDGES of 32 and larger calibers are just
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
with the woodpile for a half hour,
by the natural leaf wrapper.
ridges are as far ahead of competing brands as are PETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS.
I cooked some bacon, deer
liver,
Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
M ore tobacco— fresh tobacco— no package to pay for — no onions, pan cakes and coffee. We
in ANY good gun.
w aste — that’s Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today. j sat down to what we called the table
: and never “ did a thing’’ to the food
N E W Y O R K : 98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
as we had not eaten anything since
........................ .....
» ............................ — — --------- ------ —
---------------------------- --— ■" » <
we ate our oan cakes and coffee
for breakfast, as when one
gets
really interested in hunting he can
dams and +hey bring
their
tail
not stop to eat a cold sandwich or
down onto the water to give them
drink any cold water.
We looked a
a start to swim under water. As to
the deer head several times
and
their destroying fish, they do not,
hung it up in a tree along with the
as they are vegetarians.
quarters of meat.
We were in our
There is a good deal more to be
bough beds early and was soon in Tells about Their Habits, Their told about the little beaver and any
dreamland.
We got up a few times
Homes and Haunts.
one being interested in them and
in the night and fixed the fire and
wishing to study them will find
put on wood as it was a very cold
plenty of dams and houses at Sad
(Specdal to Maine Woods).
night.
dleback lake.
Any one wishing to
Dallas, Me., April 1, ,1913.
Morning soon came and we were
pancake flour, salt, brown sugar,
How many are there outside the go there will find good, comfortable
Our people of the wild woods that know cabins, good table and a good time.
coffee and condensed milk, pepper soon, up and had our coffee.
and a few sardines, other luxuries pancakes were piled on our plates the intelligence of the little beaver? For particulars address Saddleback
we could do away with.
Plenty of along with some broiled partridge Some ask about their
destroying Lake Camps, Hemon S. Blackwell,
blankets were lashed ito our pack and we enjoyed our breakfast. While m a n y fish, others ask about how proprietor, Dallas, Maine.
and off we started.
We said we eating we heard a rustling of the they live in the deep snows of win
Gives Points on Best Way to Get would have to have a deer liver to leaves and looking out the door, ter, and. lots of such questions. .For T H E S O U T H W E S T E R N H A N D IC A P
make out enough supplies for our w'hich w'as both door and window, w those who have neither seen nor
NEXT.
Your Deer—Plenty of Them
saw a nice pair of partridges.
He trapped these
trip along with partridges.
little
creatures
I
When the first shooters of the
my
We were soon off on the trail to said, “ do you suppose I can shoot take pleasure in writing in
in the Maine Woods.
a small camp four miles away on the head o ff that cock partridge?’ ’ back woods way what little I know 200 or more expected entries at
the Southwestern Handicap unlimber
Corn Ridge.
At last we got
to Sure enough he fired and there his about them.
(Special to Maine Woods).
Usually the first appearance the at San Antonio, Texas, on April 8,
the camp bringing in a nice bunch partridge was, fluttering its wings
Dallas, Me., April 7, 1913;
The female bird heaver seems to have to the strang the big trap shooting events
of
of partridges w'Mch added to
our on the ground.
The sportsman whom
I
had
table for the next day.
Well we trotted along for a short distance er is a little reef of water going the 1913 season will have started in
guided in the fishing season before, found .the camp left in good condi and commenced to sputter as much along.
big
Sometimes their inquisitive real earnest. _ For this first
came to Round Mt. Lake Camp to
It seemed ness brings them toward you wheth meet of the Interstate association’s
tion by the people who had been as to say you brute.
try the deer shooting and was very
there before; dishes were clean and cruel to shoot the female bird so er you are fishing from a boat or season $1,000 added money is offer
anxious to shoot a big buck deer.
We soon packed up canoe on a lake.
the
Or you may be ed with a $200 guarantee to
a .good supply of wood for one night, we let her ,go.
As I knew he was very ambitious and which is customary among
our
padks
of
deer
meat,
bide,
head
winner
of
the
100
target
handicap
around
one
of
their
self-made
ponds.
the
could cover as many miles per day guides of Maine.
for the I have been watching for a deer event on April 10, the final day.
This camp was and blankets and started
as I would want to, I told him where very small, only 8x10, and with a homeland.
After a w'alk of four around an old beaver pond.
A deer
the big bucks hung out so he was stove and two bunks, one had
ot miles over logs, brooks, corduroy often hangs around an old beaver W A T C H I N G T H E ICE IN L A K E
game in a minute and what did we
AUBURN.
much room to spare, but on a good road, beaver ponds, etc., we return dam or pond as there is usually a
do but to pack up our packs and cold night it was none too small to ed to the main camp, where a good lot of little fine grass which makes
start for Corn Ridge, a place where keep warm.
dinner w-as waiting for us.
The Lewiston and Auburn fisher
good feed for them.
you can always find your bucks. The
We sat up to the table like two
The nature of the beaver is to cut men are watching the ice dm Lake
We enjoyed a good supper of bacsupplies for three days consisted of cn on partridge, pancakes with hungry hunters and ate like hungry down, or as we often say, gnaw dow Auburn with anxious eyes, hoping
five pounds of bacon, six .quarts of brown sugar and coffee. After talk men.
trees, their preference usually be the lake will soon clear so that they
*Now I have told you w'hat we do ing poplar, although they cut down may try their favorite sport. The
ing (it over and making up the beds
of fir balsam and blankets, we en w'ith you vlhien you care ;to rough it a great many white birch and alders. earliest date that the ice ever went
You I have often seen where more than out of the lake was April 4, which
RUBBERS
joyed a good night’s rest.
About a bit in the Maine woods.
WEAR
This Winter
The
5 o’block the next morning I shout w'on’t find the Maine guides going one acre has .been cleared off clean, happened on 1902 and 1903.
being not a tree standing.
They
take latest date recorded since 1836 was
ed in his ear, “ your, pancakes are at it as though they were
ready.’’
He out of bed in a min whistled into a factory to w'ork, but this wood, eat the bark off and pile in 1844, when the lake did not clear
ute, not having to dress, as we nev they get at it w'ith you as though it up in a heap at the water’s edge, until May 21.
er undress in the outlying camps, they are interested in your getting along with mud and bark, to a heap
all the pleasure there is to be had. up to 10 feet high. Then they stand
as our time is too precious.
ARM Y AUCTION BARGAINS
TIME TABLE
In a short time we picked up our They will get out in the morning under water and dig a hole beneath Saddles
$3.00 up New Uniforms
$1.50 up
In Effect, December 2d, 1912.
.90 * Army Revolvers 1.65
rifles and were out among the big as early as you wish, stay out as the water, through into this heap of Bridles
Team Harness 21.85 “
**
Rpig. Rifles 1.48 “
for Leggins Pair .15 “
bucks.
After walking about 20 min late as you wish, and as a rule you rubbish, making little rooms
“
Swords
.35
2.20 “
“
7 Shot
and their family.
RANGELEY
Sometimes one will Tents
utes along an old tote road, we saw will find the Rangeley lakes
Carbine 2.95
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Rangeley or wh,a.t seemed to be a large buck, but Dead River guides a bunch of jolly find as many as five rooms.
The Colt Cal- 45 Revolvers $7.50 up Cartridges .01c
Phillips, Farmington, Portland and Boston at
each Springfield-Mauser Sporting Rifle $11.85
JO.<5 A . M.
bottom of these little rooms they Cartridges .02c each Army Breech Loading Rifle
as we gave him a .good sharp look good fellows.
PASSEN G ER TRAINS arrive at Rangeley
.98 cents Cartridges .02c each.
Now, hunters, don’t think you cam cover with little threads of the fin MARCH
As
fro m Boston, Portland, Farmington and Phillips we saw' he had only six points.
1913 CATALOGUE, 400 large puges.
at 8.00 P. M.
gelt
to
the
Maine
woods
and
shoot
a
over
5.000 illustrations. 15 Acres of Government
est of bark which makes them a
M IX E D T R A IN leaves Rangeley for Phillips our call was for nothing less than
Auction Bargains described in cyclopedia cata
at 10.55 A . M.
their logue, mailed 25c stamps.
eight points we let him pass by but deer from your cabin veranda or very' soft bed, though after
M IX E D T R A IN arrives at Rangeley from Phil
ay.
we had an idea that by going in the shoot deer before you are able to house is built they being so active, F R A N C IS B A N N E R M A N . 501NBroadw
lips at 10.15 A . M.
ew Y o rk
shoot
at
a
mark
for
a
good
marks
PHILLIPS
they
start
adding
to
their
dam
until
same direction as, this buck
was
PASSEN G ER TRA IN S leave Phillips for going we might get into the
same man doesn’t always make a good the early fall comes, then they be
Farmington, Portland and Boston at 0.05 A . M.
and L20 P. M .; for Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
lodging with several other bucks. So deer hunter. A good rule to follow gin laying in their supply for win
PASSEN G ER T R A IN S arrive at Phillips from
They take all the little twigs
as
we were stealing along quietly, is to taka plenty of practice on (the ter.
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 12.55 P. M.
and 6.10 P. M .; from Rangeley at 12.25 P. M.
target.
Don’t always go around a along with some pretty large tree
in
a
few
minutes
the
New
York
M IXED TRAINS leave Phillips for Farmingten at 7.30 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M. sportsman says .in a language
with hill because you had rather than trunks, which you often see when
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Farm
1
traveling through the woods.
use in climlb it.
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P.M. his hands which wre often
Any person wanting more informa
The largest tree stump which the
STRONG
hunting, “ I see one.’’
Then
he
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm- whispered to me “ lie has
tion about hunting may address me beaver cut that I ever saw measured
got
a
iington, Portland and Boston at 6.26 A. M. and
They
1
P. M .; for Phillips at 12.32 P. M. and 5.47 P. dandy bead.*
We watched him as now as follows, Hemon S. Blackwell, 84 inches in circumference.
M j for Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Kingproprietor
Saddleback
Lake
Camps,
take
care
in
falling
their
trees
as
he
was
working
his
way
up
a
little
field at 5-50 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from ravine, thinking he was all
much as a, man would.
They plan
alone; Dallas, Maine.
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 12.32 P .M .
to get it as near to the water as
S»d 5.47 P. M.; from Bigelow and way stations at
1.30 P. M .; from Phillips at 6.26 A . M. and 1.42
they can so as to make it easy to
P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
float their wood to their house. So
at 8.45 A. M .; for Bigelow at 3.00 P. M. and for
anyone seeing a beaver house along
Phillips at 1.45 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
about the first of October that is
i p s at 8.45 A . M .; from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M.
Hard Wood—Mission Finish—Height 70 in.
add from Farmington at 11.45 A . M.
being occupied they' will see just a width 23 in., depth 12 in. If interested send for
Special Gun Cabinet Catalogue.
KINGFIELD
mass of sticks, brush and some quite
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Kingfield for
THE SPOllTSILAN’S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
large junks of wood.
Bigelow at 9.05 A. M. and for Farmington. Port
land and Boston at 12,45 P. M.
*(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
Oftentimes
when
fishing you
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Kingfield from
Boston. Portland and Farmington at 6.35 P .M .;
Subscription $ 4 . a year, $2. for 6 months: Sample copy free if you mention Maine W oods
will hear the slap of their tail on
' 1 Wi th or Without
and from Bigelow at 11.50 A. M.
the -water which sounds about ten
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow at
Collar
The
American
Field
collects
news
by
its
own
staff
representatives
and
8.05 A . M. and for Strong at 12.50 P. M.
Three Grades:
times larger than a 4-pound trout.
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
M IX E D T R A IN arrives at Kingfield from Bige
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter-j
low at 11.15 A. M. and from Strong at 4.00 P. M.
Their tails are long', wide, paddle
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
BIGELOW
shaped and quite thin.
This tail
subjects that interest sportsmen.
Guaranteed all wool,
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Bigelow for
is
of
great
uso
to
them.
They
seamless, elastic, closeKingfield. Farmington, Portland and Boston at
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting, Fish
f i t t i n g , comfortable
use
it
in
carrying
mud
onto
their
M.00 A. M.
and Fishing. Natural History, Hunting, Kennel. Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
and suitable for all outdoor purposes. Made only
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Tobacco, Like Food, M u st Be

F re sh To B e Good

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

PROP. BLACKWELL
WRITES OF BEAVER

BLACKWELL ON
DEER HUNTING

SANDY RIVER & RANGEIEY
LAKES RAILROAD

SHOOTING
f e s JACKETS

$3 $4.50 $6

PASSENGER TRA IN arrives at Bigelow from
Kingfield at 10.00 A. M.
M IXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong at
10.00 A . M.
_
M IXED TRAIN arrives at Bigelow from Kingfield at 9.10 A . M.
M IXED TRAINS between Phillips and Rangev8ey. su bject to cancellation any day without notice.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

and Pistol, Queries and AnswersSEND ONE D O L L A R FOR THREE M O N TH S’ T R IA L S U BSC R IPTIO N ;
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the money w ill be refunded on request

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
8 0 1 M ASONIC TEMPLE, CB IC AG O.

in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford Gray and
Scarlet.
Send us your address for one of
our Gun Catalogues.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO.
523X Broadway, New York
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MR. A N D MRS. COBU RN AT M IDDLEDAM.

ICE W E A R I N G A W A Y A T COBBOS
SEECONTEE.

l* S U E D W E E K L Y .

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coburn left An
dover for Middledam last week. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips, Maine
F. E. Akers, who will remain for
L. B. BRACKETT,
the summer. Miss Marguerite BoardBusiness Manager man also of Andover, has
gone
there to act as clerk.

J. W . Brackett Co.

O U T IN G

E D IT IO N .

8 pages, ................ .............. $1-00 per year
LO CAL

E D IT IO N .

12 and 16 pages* ......... $1.50 per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana
ma subscription 50 cents extra.
For
eign subscriptions, 75 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
the Act of March 3. 1879,

The Maine Woods thoroughly covers
the entire state of Maine as to Hunt
ing, Fishing, Trapping, Camping, and
Outing news and the whole
Franklin
county locally.
Maine Woods solicits communications
and fish and game photographs from its
readers.
When ordering the address of
your
paper changed, please give the old as
well ae new address.
The Editions of the Maine
this week are 6,500 copies.

W oods

A U T O M O B IL E
FOR

R E G IS T R A T IO N S
M ARCH.

Automobile
receipts
for
the
month of March, 1913, amounted to
$7934.50 net, a gain, over
March,
19l2, of about $2500. Following is
a list of the registrations during
the month:
Sixty-eight
registrations
at $5,
$340; 448 registrations a $10, $4,480; 33 registrations at $15, $495; 749
operator’s licenses at $2. $1498; 32
dealer’s registrations, at $25, $800;
26 motor cycles at $3, $78; 21 trucks
at $10, $210; one log hauler, $10;
3 motor cycle dealers at $6, $18; 5
specials, $10; 10 duplicate plates,
$7.50.
The total for the month is
$794.50, minus cancellations, making
the net $7934.50.

Thursday, April 10, 1913.

GOOD MAPLE
SYRUP YEAR
This season is considered unusual
ly good for the maple syrup industry.
One man stated that there
had
been a few days better than any he
had ever known.
G. L. Voter called at the office
this week and informed us that he is
doing .quite a business this
year.
He has 560 trees tapped and up to
that date had made 130 gallons. Mr.
Voter has earned the reputation of
making a fine quality of syrup and
averages 12 1-4 pounds to the gal
lon, with the can, which weighs 3-4
of a pound.
His syrup all averages
above the standard measure.
He
has shipped quite a quantity to var
ious cities to old customers and can
sell all he can make at $1.25 per
gallon.
H U N G A R IA N P A R T R ID G E S L I B E R 
A TED.

County Commissioner Alfred Poi
son, County Auditor W. V. Alexan
der, W. A. McKenna and Hans Han
son released 194 Hungarian part
ridges in different parts of the
county last week, says the Mt. Ver
non Argus.
The birds arrived
a
few days previous from Yardley, Pa.,
from which place they were sent to
Mt. Vernon by express, pursuant to
an order placed by the board sever
al weeks ago.
The partridges were distributed
over the flats, on Fidalgo island, in
the delta country and, in the vicin
ity of Edison.
Only six cf
the
wild creatures died in transit. They
were well! packed and evidently well
eared for en route.
The Hungarian paitridge is larg
er than a quail and not quite as larg
as a Chinese
pheasant.
It is a
very beautiful bird, of rich plumage
and an excellent game fowl.
The
hoard has made no order as to a
closed season as yet, but
it
is
probable they wall be protected
through at least two hunting seas
ons.
Commissioner Poison and others' of
the party watched the partridges for
some time after giving them their
freedom.
They stayed together, at
least for the time being and frisked
about in the fields, appearing to
enjoy to the utmost their release.—
The Skagit-County Courier.

STATEMENT OF THE
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC.,
of Maine Woods, outing: edition, published weekly
at Phillips. Maine, required by the act of August
24. 1912.
Editor. L. B. Brackett. Phillips. Maine; busi
ness manager. D. F. Field. Publishers, J. W .
Brackett Company.
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of tota]
amount of stock. N. C. Brackett, Harper’s Ferry.
W. Va.; J. W. Brackett. Phillips; L. B. Brackett.
M. E. Brackett, D. F. Field, Phillips.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of
the total amount of bonds, mortage® or other
securities, none.
D. F . FIELD. Business Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this lBt day
of April, 1913.
Seal.
CONY M. HOYT, Justice o f the Peace.

EXTRAVAGANT W AY
T IS I N G .

OF A D VER

Some of the owners of cottages on
the shore of Cobbosseecontee, who
have kept an eye on the ice at
the lake are of the opinion that the
lake will open ut> in about ten days.
While the cold nights and cool days
are delaying the disappearance of
the ioe it is of course slowly wean
ing away, which is shown along the
shores, but it has not worn away
sufficiently to allow any movement.
A few, days of warm sunshine would
make a big difference and hasten
along the time for which the fisher
men are all waiting.

quate protection against fire in our
forests.
Meetings have been held
in Skowhegan, Bangor, Calais, Machias, foir the fire work in Kennebec,
Penobscot and Washington counties.
Barger warden service will be in
stituted and more lookout stations
will be added to the present, number
of lookouts.

T H E RECORD S A L M O N .

Archibald Mitchell of
Norwich,
Conn., one of the most enthusiastic
and expert salmon anglers on the
Atlantic coast, who has ^-whipped
the Bangor pool many -seasons, says
an- exchange, will be interested in
the recent award to him of the Field
and Stream Record cnp.
This cup
was awarded him for the capture of
the largest Atlantic salmon, being
taken on a fly during the season of
1912. The fish weighed 40 1-2 pounds
and was taken by Mr. Mitchell on
the Restigouche -rivier in New Bruns
wick, June 28, and was mounted by
the taxidermists of the S. B. Crosby
Co. in this city. The cup is a
beautiful silver 'loving- cuo and bears
two inscriptions.
On its face is
recorded: “ Record Atlantic -Salmon,
caught season 1912, weight 40 1-2
lbs., won by Archibald
Mitchell.’’
Mr. Mitchell’s many Bangor friends
will unite in congratulations on his
success as a salmon angler.

YOUNG

; When in Portland)

E “ The Homelike House For i
S
Everybody’’

: JewCHASE HOUSE;
g European Plan &1.00 per
American Plan S2.00 per

IT PAYS TO A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N

WOODS. L OW A D V E R T IS E
ING R A TE S .

day

day

and np |
and np |

J1 H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIM M ELEIN, f
Proprietors.
Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door.
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BACKWOODS SKETCHES
(By JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE)

DOINGS

AT T H E

Send your orders to

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

Phillips, Maine

W ELL.

C A P IT A L .

(Continued, from Page One.)
Amendment Q was adopted.
On motion by the same senator,
th- Senate insisted upon its former
action and ,the bill, as amended, was
passed to be engrossed.
On motion by the same senator,
the Senate insisted upon its action
and asked for another committee of
conference.
The Chair announced as <the Sen
ate members of the committee
of
conference on the disagreeing ac
tion of the two branches on, this
bill: The Senator from
Franklin,
Senator Wing, the Senator from Pe
nobscot, Senator Bailey and the Sen
ator from Waldo, Senator Conant.

The workmen’s compensation act
came up in t e Senate Tuesday af
ter 11 o ’clock, when the upper branchhad met at the adjournment of the
joint convention.
Senator Mansfield moved its in
definite postponement but only five
senators supported this motion.
Senator Stearns offered several'
amendments to the hill, one
of
which exempted lumbermen from its
provisions and another crews of less
than ten men.
He explained that
the committee on conference
had
been unable to agree, but he believ
ed the amendments he had offered1
Orders of the Day.
would insure the passage of
the
On motion of Mr. Austin of Phillip bill in the h ou se.
House Document No. 333, bill, An
Act relating to -the protection
of
moose, was taken from the table.
Mr. Austin then moved that the
bill be indefinitely nostponed.
Mr. Austin:
I will say for the
explanation of the members of this
Report from Mountain View th fe
House that this is the bill which re
ceived so many amendments back mora ing -states that the ice fe still
and forth between the two bodies, firm on Range ley lake, and it fe too
and which as it stands, allows the early as yet to make much of a
killing of now moose.
The moose prediction on the going of the ice.
We understand teams are being,
bill is now included in the revision
of the fish and game laws which driven on the big lake.

TOO EARLY
TO SET DATE

has been passed by both branches to
be enacted.
The question being on the motion
that the bill be indefinitely
postponed.
The motion was agreed to.

C. II. Bryant, the proprietor of'
the hotel at Mattawamkeag, claims
1that he has on -his register the long
est’ name ever placed on a
hotel
register in Maine.
The name is
Ethel Devine Bumbleburgenhofenis.
Hon. Carl E. Milliken of Island dofensteign, and the residence
Falls, president of the Senate was given as Montreal.—Oxford County
presented an elegant gold
watch Citizen.
What’s in a name?
at the close of the Senate session
Wednesday afternoon. The following
inscription was on the timepiece,
Hotel North at Augusta,
which
“ Carl E. Milliken, President of -the for the past five year-s has
been
Senate of the 76th Legislature, Pre conducted by p. S. Dorsey,
has
sented by the Senate 1913.’’
changed hands.
The new proprie
The presentation speech was made tors are Roland G. Lynn, the day
by Senator Morey -of Androscoggin clerk, and Edward S. T. Tweeda.He_
county and President Milliken feel the night clerk.
ingly responded.
By a vote of 18 to 6 the Maine
Senate, at its early -morning .session
Wednesday, agreed to suspend the
rules and admit the neiw 500-mile
mileage -book bill introduced in the
house by Mr. Mitchell .of Kittery and
passed by that body. The measure
was then passed to be
engrossed
under suspension c f the rules.
This is practicallv the same as the

Read Maine Wooda.
The onlx
newspaper of i t * kind in the world.

E n g lis h
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F e lt

Most comfortable, serviceable anti
stylish hat for dress or business.
Genuine English Felt, flexible
leather sweat, with l lA incli out
side silk hand, can be rolled into*
.
several shapes. Weight. 4 ozs.
H Sizes, 6 to 7 lA in black, tan, Mae,,
I brown and
Ifcnot as repnePOSTPAIDFORJ lsen ted ] JI refund your dollarKEEP THE MAT. Sent/tosttaia!$1.00. Free Catalog-.

GEO. M. B U N G A Y. 2 8 S. William St., New Y o » t

Poland Water Leads All
It has no equal, and chemists
have been unable to determine
what its beneficial properties
are—that is Nature’s secret.
Its sales reach to nearly
every part of the world.

Poland W ater never
changes.
S e n d for Illu strated

B ook ie t

Just off the press.
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.

D O IN G

We are glad to learn that the
young salmon placed in the fish
hatchery at Dennysville are doingwell and a large number of them
will be saved to place in
the
river.
A number of wealthy sport
ing men from Boston have engaged
board at Allan's hotel during the
fishing season and have been ne
gotiating to control a part of the
river fishing.
Dennysville is des
tined to become famous for its fine
salmon fishing privileges, if the
people continue to protect this val
uable source of revenue.—The EastDort Sentinel.

Merchants in a numlher of Wash
ington cities and towns have mu
tually agreed that they will elim
inate calendars as a feature of their
advertising expenses.
There
can
he little doubt that calendar adver
tising has been badly overdone and
their value to dealers neutralized,
from the -fact that everybody em
ploys them, while the rivalry
in
dulged in to put out a production
sufficiently artistic to he prized as l a u g h i n g g o o s e n e w b i r d i n
a souvenir has made it an expensive
M A IN E .
form of advertising.
It
is
not
One of the very rare birds that
surprising that dealers should
get
together on the proposition of plac have paid Maine a visit this spring,
ing them under the ban.—Exchange. says the Portland Express-Adver
tiser, is the laughing goose.
This
T E N D O N T ’S FOR A R U R A L M A I L particular bird is unlike the •th-er
varieties of goose as it utters a
R O U T E.
very peculiar cry which sounds much
It is also called the
Kellogg.—Am
enclosing
“ Ten like a laugh.
Dont’s for a Rural Mail Route” whic American white fronted goose. One
I composed myself, and which were of the men who saw a flock of these
I geese between 10 and 15 in number
clipped from our local paper,
would be pleased to have you run at Great Pond, Saturday last was
Fred Johnson.
The birds swept
them ip one of your issues:1. Don’t -stamD your letters, B e t over the pond but did not decide to
alight or give the men at the club
the carrier do that.
Attention
2. Don’t turn out for the carrier house a shot at them.
when the snow i-s deep.
He
is was attracted to the flock of birds
by the;r hoarse laughing cry. They
supposed to turn put for everybody.
3.
Don’t sort the stamped from left -the pond after circling about
The laughing
the unstamped mail.
Bet the car it for a short time.
rier -spend ten minutes doing that. goese is common in the Mississip
pi valley and very abundant on the
His time is not limited.
4.
Don’t pile pennies in the box-. Pacific coast, but rare on Atlantic
Scatter them around.
The carrier shores.
ca.n pick them up.
His hands nev
F O R E S T F IR E P R O T E C T IO N .
er get cold.
5. Don’t ask for your mail at t)he
Land Agent Preparing for Adequate
office.
Wait until the carrier gets
Fire Protection
and Patrols
it packed.
He don’t mind sorting
Throughout Forests.
if -oyer.
6. Don’t wrap your letters on a
State Band Agent Blaine S. Viles
rainy day.
The carrier’s hands
and
office force are busy mapping
are always clean, the weather
is
out a. plan of attack, which well be
always ideal.
season,
7. Don’t shovel the snow from your followed through the dry
and which tends to offer more ade
mail box.
The carrier can get out
and carry your mail to the box. His
feet never get coldv
jiiMmimiminmiiiimiiiHHmmiimmmiimimmmimimmimimnimiMiimu
8. Don’t hesitate to ask the car
rier to purchase and carry packages
from the stores for you
without
stamps.
You don’t care whether
Maine Stop at
he loses his job or not.
9. Don’t take your horses out of
the barn to break the read after a
Severe snow -storm.
The carrier’s
horses never get tired and your’s
are better off in the barn.
b M idway between New City Hall and Mon* §
ument Square
10. Don’t be siflent when the car
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
rier waits an. hour and a half for a
train that’s late to get your mail. 1 Conveniently Located for people Attending |
|
Convention*
Ask him if he has been asleep, or | Every courtesy and attention shown ladies i
better still, tell him you thought it |
traveling alone
g
was a holiday.—Patrick W. Costel 1
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
1
|
TRANSIENT RATES
lo, in R. F. D. News.
jI

SALMON

hill which has already been vetoed,
by the governor and which, the house
voted to pass over his veto
and
which the Senate balked at.
I,t is
believed here that this biill
will
meet the same fate as its prede
cessor.
Whether or net it can se
cure the two-thirds vote in both
branches is a question which
can
not now be determined. *
Sen. Maxjwell, who was absent dur
ing the discussion on the first meas
ure, took occasion Wednesday morn
ing to make a vigorous attack upon
the Mellen management
of
the
Maine Central railroad.
He said the
capital stock had been
increased
from $5,000,000 to $25,000,000 for the
pui-pcse of putting additional moneyinto the bankrupt Boston & Maine.
He felt that if the road could afford
to do this, it could afford to issue
500-mile mileage books at the same J
rate as for the 1,000-mile books. As
a matter of fact, he said it would
increase rather than decrease the
receipts of the railroad.
Senator Hersey made a vigorous
speech in -opposition to the bill"
along the same lines as his -previous:
argument, against the original meas
ure.
The vote was then taken and
the rules were suspended.

HIRAM RICKER &
South Poland, Maine
1180 Broadway.
New York. N. Y.

Offices at
158 Franklin Sb.
Boston. Mass.

1711 Chestnut S t,
Philadelphia, Pa.

A
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THE COUNTY
MARRIAGE OF
C la s s ifie d A d v e r t i s in g j
TAX FOR 1913
RANGELEY MAN
One cent a word in advance. No headline or other display. Each initial j!
Th© County Cotoimissioniers have
<| and group of figures count as a word. This advertising appears in al
mad.e public the county tax for 1913.
* editions of Maine Woods, giving both a local and national circulation £ Tbe rate this year is 1.72 mill's as
against 2 mills for each of the last
two years.
The total valuation of
SEED POTATOES—'Early White AP j
FOR 8ALfc
the county is $11,201,169 amid the to
bi*no, Narcro©s, Gold Coin.
Yield ■
tal tax levy is $19,265.88. Tbe towns
Selected seed $1
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch well, keep well.
that will pay more than $500 ar
Bag free foaship- i
*ad able ©team yacht, “ Wa-Wa’’ of per bushel.
Chestervi'lle, $514.31; Bust is, $632.95;
A. M. Weymouth, Madrid,
•bout 22 H. P. The U. S. Govern- merit.
Farmington, $3481.36; Jay, $3555.23;
i
>Mcnt Inspection of 1911 showed her Maine.
Kiinglield, $724.70;
New Sharon,
to be in first class condition. May
$691.76; Phillips, $1252.11; Rangeley,
WANTED.
b« Inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up
$1953.26; Strong, $566.34; Wilton, $1per Dam, Maine. Price will
be
907.35; Rangeley Plantation, $659.19.
reasonable to a quick purchaser. Ap
WANTED— White birch luimber saw
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhootke
N E S T S FOR WOODPECKERS.
ed 3-4 thick 4 ft., (Long, or
3-4
Farm. Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer
square, i ft., long.
Maiden Parcel
13 Poor, at camp.
The manufacture of woodpecker
Handle Co., Malden, Mass.
neats may strike the readers o f the
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating maW ANTED.
tfclne.
in first class condition. ImJournal as a kind, of off season joke,
tttlra a* Maine W oods office.
Guides ,to trap partridges alive for but at the Furber Pump and Orna
breeding purposes.
Permissaoin has mental Column factory
in
Saco
FOR SALE—Village stand, on the
•aeterly side of Sandy river
In been granted by the Fish and Game there are being made by special
Phillips lower village. Inquire of J. OofliDmisBtofn for halving this done. tools 1,000 woodpecker nests, order
Plains Morrison.
Want 12 partridges captured alive. ed by Professor Philip E. Perry of
Ad Lexington, Mass., who is an ornitho
FOR SALE—Farm for sale. Address Wilding to pay good prices.
C. N. Plalsted, Phillips, Maine, R. dress, Box 213, Portland, Me.
logist and student of natural history.
F. B. 4.
The birdhouses are constructed of
WANTED—Dressmaking to do
at
tny home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phil pine blocks 15 inches long and from
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Belgian
five to six in diameter.
The back
lips.
of the block is squared to allow of
Hares.
Address Samuel
Quint,
Anson, Maine.
WANTED—Fertilizer bags in any the patent adjustment being prop
quantity.
Will pay 2 1-2 cents each erly attached to the tree or place
FO r, SALE—'Fancy Timothy Seed.
for all you have in good condition- where the house is to be located, a
Guaranteed 99 per cent pure. $2.50 Ship by freight to the Malden Par canopy or top piece to keep out the
bushel.
Seed oats, $1 bushel. All
weather being made in the form of a
cel Handle Co., Edgeworth, Mass.
bagg 25o extra.
E. L. Thompson,
roof.
A perfect nest is drilled Iby
wholesale seed dealer, 81 Quebec St.,
Within three inches of
WANTED—Experienced woman for a reamer.
Portland, Me.
housekeeper. Apply to Maine Woods the bottom of the nest a corkscrew
indentation is made from the bot
FCKR SALE—Black Spanish Jack, pci office.
tom of the nest to the bird entrance,
fectly kind.
Apply to D. E. Lamb,
WANTED—Experienced man on han as the toes of the woodpecker are
Rangeley Maine.
die boring machine.
Must be cap in pairs, two before and two behind,
FOR SALE OR TO RENT—A ©ix able of keeping machine in repair. with sharp, strong claws, the whole
roam cottage on the shore of Range- Malden Parcel Handle Co., Malden, structure of the foot making it ad
ley Lake near the Inlet. Apply to Mass.
aptable for climbing.
D. E. Lamb, Rangieley, Maine.
The bouses are being shipped to
But not after Massachusetts and sold in numbers
FOR SALE—Two double seated car out jueit about even.
riages, one phaeton, sewing machine, housing his crop through the cold to orchard owners, as the claim is
winter months.
And why should made by the ornithologist that this
horse rake.
Joel Wilbur.
the price be so low at this end when bird’s feed consists chiefly by in
FOR SALE!—A fine Steven’s Pope Ithe retailer in Boston is selling at sects and their larvae which they
target rifle, same as new, for $30. I 40 cents per peck, or $4.40 per bar- secure by digging into the bark and
Listed at $72.- No finer rifle ever Irel?
As a matter of fact, potatoes wood of trees with their bill.
made.
Weigh* 12 lbs., 32-40 cal. j in the cities are about as high now
The woodpecker’s tongue is an
Write for full description if
you j as when they were sold last year important instrument in obtaining
want it.
H. K. Cooley, 22 Belmont l at $3.50 to $4 per barrel here and this feed, as it can be extended far
Place, Springfield, Mass.
j the huge profit, for big profit there beyond the bill1, its tiip being- horn,
! must be for somie one at the figures and furnished with a barbed fila
FOR SALE—Ten cows and heifers. ! quoted, is not made by the dealers ment, thus assisting in tbe procure
Seven fresh this spring.
To be |at this end.
True, they make a ment of his rations.
sold right away.
A. E. Dolb'ier, Sal |profit, or ait least we hope they do,
While at first thought it might
em, Maine.
but only a fair margin over what appeal to the reader as a peculiar
QUALITY White Wyandottes. Win they pay and many times they are industry, the patentee sees a great
If an in prospect for tbe invention and is
ners at Farmington, Lewiston, Port obliged to sell at a loss.
land, Brockton and Holyoke, Mass. vestigation were to be made into thi enthusiastic over both from a stand
Egg® for hatching. Mating last free. question, we opine that the greater point of value to the owners of or
M. B. Hammond & Son, Wilton, Me. volume of profit could be charged up chards and a commercial venture
against the jobber, wholesaler, and for the maker.
retail merchant.—Aroostook Repub 1 With all due respect to the in
P O T A T O E S S E L L I N G IN AR OO S lican.
genuity of the professor as being in
TOOK CHEAP.
the field in advance, Frank Gross, a
IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E young German, has lately arrived in
Potatoes are selling at 90 to 95
WOODS. L OW A D V E R T IS I N G
Biddeford from New Hampshire’s
RATES.
cents per barrel.
Now, if anyone
granite hills and has a woodpecker
is laboring under the impression that
nest made from a decayed apple tree
the Aroostook farmer is making any
with a canopy or cover, purloined
money selling his crop at that low
from Frank Cole’s cigar store. This
figure, he ought to pay some of his
nest is simply a cigar box cover in
help and phosphate bills, and he
geniously fastened to the butt of tin
would soon change his mind.
Sell
apple tree, the whole making a nest,
ing potatoes at anything lesis than
which, while not as symmetrical as
$1 per barrel is losing money, especi
those turned from the Furber lathe,
ally at this season of the year, after
answers the purpose of a bird’s nest.
allowing for extra handling,
care
And not only is the manufacture
through the winter months, insur
and sale of these nests of commer
ance, shrinkage, etc.
Perhaps if he
cial value, but of economic value
sells right from 'the field in the dig
will such nests be placed in the or
ging time at that price, he will come
chards of the New England states
where ravages are made by the very
insects upon which the woodpeckers
feed.
COMMONWEALTH HOTEL

ANGELUS
P L A Y E R -P IA N O

(Incorporated)
Opp. State House,

F IS H B I T IN G AT SEBAGO.

BOSTON, MASS.

The ANGELUS, introduced in 1895,
|is the mother of all Player Pianos—and
1is indorsed by the United States Govtrn
ment. as the Pioneer of all similar in
struments. (U. S. Census Report of
July 24, 1902) and is conceded to be the
greatest, and rrost human of all Playing
devices. It cotnes in combination with
the wo/Id’s greatest Pianos in the
Offers rooms with hot and cold water for $1.00
and up, which includes free use of shower
baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England.

Rooms with private baths for $1.50 per day
up; suite of two rooms and baths for $4.00 per
day and up.
Dining: Room and ,Cafe First-Class, Enrop
ean Plan.
Absolutely Fireproof

Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
S E N D FOR B O O K L E T .

ST0RER F. CRAFTS, General Manager

With the ice out in upper Sebago
lake, the salmon are biting m great
shape, and several have been caught.
At East Sebago Tuesday morning,
Apr!] 1, there was some contest bo
see who should land the first of the
big fish and Miss Dorothy Holt of
Boston won this honor. G. A. Blanch
and and Walter Gledbill of Portland
pullled, out a couple o f good sized
KNABE-ANGELUS,
ones Tuesday, one of the fish weigh
CHfCKERING-ANGELUS, ing six pounds and the other se>ven
pounds.
These gentlemen are at
Wert Shore camp.
Harold Libby of
EMERSON-ANGELUS.
Pcrtlamd pulled out three,
each
Justly the ANGELUS has been clasi- weighing five pounds, and Dr. L. S
fied as the “ H U M A N P L A Y E R Lombard of South Portland got a
PIANO.”
booster on his hook, but the fish, es
caped in the tussle. Allen Martin of
Portland caught a eix-peunder and
Makers
Judge Thomas H. Thompson of Bos
Established in 1877
ton pulled out a salmon tipping the
scales at four and a half pounds.
MERIDEN,
CONN.

THE WILCOX £ WHITE CO.,

GIRL SUFFERED
TERRIBLY

Pythian Sisters to Hold Suffragette
A t Regular Intervals— Says
Town Meeting Early in May—
Lydia E. Pinkham’s V ege
Rangeley Milliners Re
table Compound com 
turn from the City.
pletely cured her.
(Special to Maine Woods).
Adrian, Texas. —“ I take pleasure in
Rangeley, April 9—Schools closed adding my testimonial to the great list
Friday lor a week’s vacation. Miss
anchhope that it will
Graves, principal of the Grammar
be of interest to suf
school, left Saturday for her home
fering women. For
four years I suffered
in Sidney.
Miss Hilda Geran and
untold a g o n i e s at
Mbs In a Badger are spending the
r e g u l a r intervals.
week in Phillips and Mrs. Eugene
S u c h pai ns and
Soule is entertaining the Misses
cramps,severe chills
Hannah and Mabel Pease.
and sickness at stom
Mr. and Mr®. Ed Abbott are at
ach, then finally hem
W. S. Lovejoy’s, after spending the
orrhages u n t i l I
would be n e a r l y
winter an the woods.
blind. I had five
E. C. Hiuikley is having changes
made in his grocery store,
which doctors and none of them could do more
will add much to its appearance and than relieve me for a time.
“ I saw your advertisement in a pa
convenience.
Allan McCain is do per and decided to try Lydia E. Pinking the work.
ham’s Vegetable Compound.
I took
Mrs. Joe Wilber is recovering from seven boxes of it and used two bottles
of the Sanative Wash, and I am com
an attack of pneumonia.
If is told on good authority that pletely cured of my trouble. When I
a man recently encountered a group began taking the Compound I only
weighed ninety-six pounds and now I
of 15 or more suffragettes out on
weigh one hundred and twenty-six
parade on one of Rangeley’s prin pounds. If anyone wishes to address
cipal streets.
me in person I will cheerfully answer
Little Kenwood Rowe has
been all letters, as I cannot speak too highly
Miss J es
suffering another severe attack of of the Pinkham remedies.
sie Marsh, Adrian, Texas.
indigestion.
Hundreds of such letters expressing
Mrs. Betsy Tibbetts and Mrs. Tryphana Neal have both been on the gratitude for the good Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has accom
sick list.
plished are constantly being received,
Ermon Hatch of Auburn is at work proving the reliability of this grand old
for W. S. Love joy in his blacksmith remedy.
shop.
Mr. Hatch has moved
his
If you want special advice write to
family into the rent over the pool Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confi
room.
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
Mrs. Etta Dill ha® bflen to
woman and held in strict confidence.
city for new spring goods.
she
visited her daughter, Mrs. Mora Dilll
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Jlarchetti •
Drew in Auburn and Mrs.
Lydia
receiving)
congratulations
on
the
Jacobs tn Lisbon Fails before re
birth of a little daughter.
turning to Rangeley.
Mm. Josephine Bunns, who fc.t
Mrs. Mabel Bums lost a valuable
been at the Rangeley Tavern i ..
cow this week.
Mrs. George MoGraves of Bruns some week®, has gone to Boston.
wick, who was called here by the
illness of her mother, Mrs. Geor,ST O P K I L L I N G BIRDS.
Esty, has returned home, lear
Mrs. ESsity improved in health.
An attempt is being made by the
The Pythian Sisters are making New York Zoological society to have
arrangements for holdiaig a suffra incorpprated in the new tariff law
gette town meeting. There are about a provision forbidding the importation
20 characters and the entertainment of feathers or parts of wild bird®,
will probably be given early in except for scientific or educational
May.
purposes.
Mr®. Geaieva Dunham, who
has
This would stop the use of plumes,
been caring for Mrs. Claud Lowell, feathers and skins of many of the
has finished work ’’here
and
is moat beautiful and curious bird's of
spending some time with her daugh the world as hat adornments, and,
ter, Mrs. Ray Ellis.
consequently, the slaughter of the
Floyd Huntooji suffered
much birds, which threaten® the extinc
agony Sunday from gravel,
which tion of many species*
and
often
had made an unsuccessful attempt causes suffering, as in the case of
to pass from the bladder. The stone the starvation of egret
nestling®,
—an inch or more in length—was through the slaughter
of
parent
removed by Dr. Colby.
The patient birds. “
is recovering rapidly.
Women, of cour®~, are the wear
Mrs. George Snowman has been ers of bird plumage, and to their
at work in the store of Mrs. Etta humane instincts the society makes
Dill.
a strong appeal.
If the
desired
Mrs. Emma McCard returned from law is enacted there will still be
Boston Saturday night.
She was possible the us.e of ostrich plumes
accompanied by Miss Alice Sweet- and the feathers of domestic fowls..
ser, who will again have charge of
the millinery work at Mrs. McCard’s.
H O M E FRO M B E R M U D A .
Miss Sweetser was met at the station by a party of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hinds of Port
It has been decided to continue land are at home from their Ber
the dancing classes several weeks.
muda trip.
Miss Ethel Hinds came
Reed Ellis, who has been visiting
home Saturday from Boston where
in Boston and New York ha® re she is attending school, for a week’s
turned home.
vacation with her people.
Margaret and Howard Whitney
are spending their vacation in Phil
lip®.
'.
NYOLENE
Many enjoyed the moving pictures
SMOTHERS
Saturday night.
The burning of
the Rumford FaM.® railroad station
RUST
was one of the attractions.
SOOTHES
John E. Peakes left Wednesdr
PAIN
tor Lewiston, where he will
pass
part o f the vacation.
Anglers, Hunters,
Lero E. Toothaker of this place
'H ik e r s ," M otor
and Miss Hazel Dill Bennett
of
ists,
Yachtsmen,
Limestone, Me., were
united
in
Cyclists, A ll O ut
marriage at the home of the bride
ThEjSIryVProduci door M e n .
o f the
April 1, by Rev. C. S. Hiilyard of
Y O U want
Wm.FNy e R efinehy
Fort Fairfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Tooth
Tht Greatest Discover
fver Made for Preventing
aker arrived here iSaturday night
Rust on F IR E A R M S
Stoves, C u tle ry , tools
and were met flay a party of friends
It adds years to the
andall B r i g h t Metals
life of guns and tackle,
and relatives.
They are at home
APerfect Lubi ilor
is
clean and of great
for Ball B e a r i/ gs On
at Mr. Toothaker’s residence here.
value as a healing,
B«yc I es and Motorcycles
cooling
salve for brui
Mill®, the Watkins man, will vis
h e B e s t A r tic le U e r
ses, strains, sunburns
Offered for
and insect bites.
it Rangeley the week o f the 14th.
S P O R T T S M E tf
A BIG TUBE
■ana
He carries good g»od© as
pe®ple
5ENERAL HOUSfiHOU?
25c
who have patronized him have found
UlEE
254
EVERYWHERE
§, W m .F .N Y E .
out to be the case.
Give him a
1NewBedford, Mass- I
trial.
Wm F. NYE,
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley is visiting
New Bedford, Mass
her sister, Mrs. Warren Larrabee,
M ’ f r . , o f NTOIL
in Phillips this week.
A sk your watch re
pairer whose oil he
Mrs. Guy Brook® returned
from
is using on your
w atch.
Portland Monday night.

NY0LENE

MAINE

6

UMBACOC

WOODS,

CAMPS

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, APRIL 10, 1913

on a load o f logs and went to

to scale on another yard.
Now lest I put myself in a false
position let me state I was
only
keeping teamster’s scale which is
ERROL, N. H.
UMBAGOG CAMPS
A. H. SMITH
X^X^X^X’ X^X^XX*** done so that each crew will know
just what they are doing and will
vie with each other to see which
two months.
The -cause of the accident
was will be ahead for each day, week
the slipping off of both bridle and and month.
The remainder of my duties con
tail chains, thus letting the team
get such a headway that the driver sisted in, keeping the men’s time
and selling and chargihg from the
could not stop them in time.
Bv Lumber Jack.
There being plenty of snow now, wangan box, as the place where the
our crew was broken up and
we clothing, tobacco, pipes, etc. were
(Continued from last week.)
were put to rolling yard and loading kept is called.
two sleds. - The yard I was on had ■ Everything went well until about
But the man Mr. Green brought in four teams hauling to it and it kept the middle of February when
it
was the biggest man I ever saw. me busy rolling the logs away to came on warm and rained heavily.
It was also his first time in the keep the “ skidway’’ clear for fhe We had been laid in camp for two
woods, he having been a shipbuilder teams.
days when on the third day the rain
at Bath, Me., and while on a “ spree”
The morning before Christmas Mr. ceased though it was still
warn
had lest his job.
He had written Green sent me to the village with a and cloudy, yet we worked in t’
Mr. Green stating his condition ex man who had broken hi.s leg and afternoon. The last two-sled teams
actly.
He knew nothing of the put another man in my place on the had just left the hot yard on its
woods but was willing to do any- yard, who instead of rolling
the first trip down when all at
or
ing.
While we were setting the logs over the bank, as he should there came a noise like a terrible
table for supper lie did something have done, left them piled up on explosion, followed by a loud nu,sibl
which did not suit cook, who opened the “ skidway,’’ leaving, only room ing that was coming nearer and
up on him,
But he soon stopped enough for the teams to come on nearer.
And looking up the river
for .Mr. Cookee took him by the with their last loads at night.
where it made through a gorge we
collar and shaking his big fist in
This was the .sight that met any saw a wall of ice, water and tops of
cook's face told him never to use eyes on Christmas morning when I trees about 15 or 20 feet high, com
that language to him again and fur reached the yard:
a pile of about ing at a fearful rate and knew that
thermore to say please, when he told nine thousand feet of lumber
to a small dam a half mile or so above
him to do anything.
We heard no handle and the teams doing
six and used fon a head water for the
more growling and cursing in the turn a day.
I struggled through spring drive had given way. We wer
cook room and were amused to hear until noon then asked for another not more than 50 rods from
the
the cook’s mollified voice saying, man to help me, but as some of the mouth of the gorge where we knew
“iPlease John’’ always after.
men had left and all the crews were the flood would spread out over
Froan my arrival until I had gor
short handed, I got no one.
the hot yard which, was built over
into the cook room I had been with
About two o ’clock it began
to a high bank the yarding teams- com
the “ swampers’’ swamping out
a snow, a wet, sticky snow; o f course ing in on the upper deck, the logs
two-sled road.
By this I mean the “skidways” got slippery
and being rolled over the bank to the
cutting
and cloaking
a road just as I was rolling the logs away lower deck as they were needed to
through the forest to haul the j from the last team and had a log load on the two_sled teams.
There
logs to tlh-e landing.
As in t h e ! about one third up, the whole pile were six of us on the yard at the
fall the trees are cut and yarded, started, about 5,000 feet of long time and we all ran to the upper
or piled to await the coming of win lumber, in fact all that I had not deck gaining' it just before ithe tor
ter’s snow.
When they are loaded dropped over the hank.
Not hav rent .burst through the .gorge, all
on two sleds and taken to the lakes ing titme to run to either side and but one fellow who went back for
or rivers to await the spring drive.
knowing it was useless to run before his sweater and was caught in the
It was .now Thanksgiving
time it I dropped down by a big skid and rush of water, swept
fromhis
and I went home for a week.
On let the whole pile roll over me, ex feet, and hit by a log that had been
my return I was put to swamping for pecting every minute to. have the taken up from the lower deck of the
a crew of choppers.
That is, the life crushed out of me and I am not hot yard swirling around and hitting
boss “ spots out’’ a road where he ashamed to say that I was fright him with such, force as to drive him
wants the men to chop. The swamp ened.
high and dry, but unconscious at
er clears a .space wide enough, for
The teamster who had just left our very feet..
the yarding team and the choppers the yard, hearing the noise of the
We worked over him for nearly an
cut altl the trees that will reach the rolling logs came running hack to hour, finally getting life enough in
road when they are down.
There see what had happened; not seeing to him to find that he was not ser
are uisualliy five men to a crew: me, .and supposing I had been killed, iously injured otherwise than hav
First and second choppers, swamper, he flew past hi.s waiting team on a ing been nearly drowned and a bad
teamster and sled tender whose wor run for camp.
cut on his hip where the scarf of
it is to cut the knots off the logs
After making sure that there were the log had hit him.
and help load the team which con  no more logs to come my way I, too,
We made a stretcher by cutting
sists of a heavy pair of
horses started for camp and seeing the team' two poles and tying two oil coats
hitched to a set of front runners of standing in the road and feeling around them and carried him
to
a sled; the top end of the logs be rather shaky I took a seat on the camp where he was laid up sonn
ing tied with chains to the “ bunk’’ bunk and guided the horses toward time on account o f lameness.
of the sled while the butts are left ; camp not far behind the teamster,
A sorry sight met our eyes the
to drag and help to hold the load whose cries brought out all who had next morning.
One of the horse
back in steep places.
gotten into camp and they were just hovels had been washed away, the
In one place I had just finished starting on a run for the yard as I crew had worked far into the night
the read I was swamping and had rounded a turn in sight of camp. building a brush lean-to for t1
come back to help the crew what I They all stood still a.nd stared. Mr. horses.
The blacksmith shop which
could as it was an unusually steep Green, being first to speak
said, was built on the river bank
had
and rooky place.
The team had “ What kind of a joke do you call toppled over, and it required a large
scarcely gene out of sight when we this?’’
I told him I could see no crew some over a week to repair
heand the driver’s cry for help. All joke in having a yard haul on a camps, two-sled roads and yards.
four of us rushed down the hill and fellow.
“ Then It’s so that all that
All went well for the remainder
on coming to a little rise we saw timber went over you and you are of the winter as far as the work
a sight that, made our blood run cold. alive yet.
Well I’ll be damned. No was concerned.
But I was destined
There just over the crest was what one but a greenhorn could do that! for one more exciting episode.
is known as a “ jack knife’’ or in Guess you didn’t come out with a
One morning the first of March
other words the sled had turned un whole head, for I see the blood is Mr. Green said, “ I’ve got to go home
der the load and had thrown
the running nretty freely behind your and I intended to have had you set
logs* onto the horses in such a way right ear,’’ he added.
tle with Archie Marsh and let h
as to pin them both to the ground.
I’m sick and tired of his kick
And sure enough it was.
I ha<J go.
While their driver was thrown about been so frightened I had not not in’.
It’ s about all he’s done except
30 feet in front and enough to one iced it but there was quite a gash to trade stuff since he’ s been here
side to dive head first into a pile in my head that must have been and there ai-nt a heap coming to
of brush.
Just give him a bill of his
cut by a .knot on one of the logs as him.
We rushed to him but on getting it went over me.
It was not a time tonight and tell him I’ll cash
him out found that aside from be deep cut however and I was at work it at the village.’’
ing bruised and scratched- on the the next day though not on the yard.
So when Archie came in
from
face, neck and arms he was
not
Mr. Green and the clerk had had work (that night I told him I wished
badly hurt and like the good team j some words that day and the latter to see him in the evening.
I had
ster that he was his first .question |had taken his departure.
for
I was his time and order all ready
was about his horses.
One was j given “ that lead pencil job,’’ Mr. him when he came in after supper,
badly hurt, in fact he had to be Green had mentioned in the store for which he did, following me
right
hauled to the barn or hovel, as it when I started to the yard that out, as I was the first one through
is called in woods terms and was morning he called me back and hand- eating.
I thought I was going to be
not able to work again for nearly i ing me the scale rule said,
“ See lucky in getting settled with him
; what you can do with this Jack, I and have the rest of my evening to
; will be up pretty quick and give you myself.
He caught up with me just as I
! a lesson or two.
And here,’ ’ he ad
ded, di*awing the wangan keys from reached the office door and we went
W h o w a s Cured in 3 Days his pocket, “ take these and see if in. together. He did not ask what
“ I am delighted to say that I am feeling
finely, sleep and eat well and have put on 6J4 you can carry them as long as that I wanted but when I passed him the
pounds of fiesh. Cannot even stand the smell
order he asked why it was. I told
skunk did.’’
of alcohol, and the sight of an ale bottle rouses
most unpleasant feelings.” W e can show you
This was my introduction .to my him it was the boss’ orders just be
many genuine original signed letters like above,
all proving that the
new duties.
But in a little while fore he went out, that was all I
Mr. Green came up to the hot yard could tell him.
Then without a minute’s, warning
where I was scaling.
After watch
ing me measure a few logs
and he snatched a quart bottle of horse
asking how much was in them said, medicine that set on the window sill
can be overcome by the N E A I 3 -D A Y
T R E A T M E N T . No hypodermics used. Re “ I thought I’d seen the
company’s and threw it, just missing my head
sults absolutely certain. A ll dealings confi
dential. D R U G H A B IT S S U C C E S S F U L L Y
man. showing you things, that’s, why and crashing through a window be
T R E A T E D . Call upon, address or phone
Seeing he had missed he
I took you on.
But that yard you hind me.
left over there is certainly a hell of sprang across the room to the coun
147 P le a sa n t A v e ., P o rtla n d , M aine.
a jaok-pot.’’
With this he jumped ter, reached over it and grabbed me
T e le p h o n e 4316,
among the Rangeley Lakes. A beautiful spot for the whole family. A few days or a few
weeks among the lakes, rivers and woods. Does not the idea attract you?
We offer you superb fishing—boating—shooting of game birds, deer and other animals.
Good food and comfortable camp quarters.
Guides, food supplies and camping outfits furnished. Write for particulars.

FIRST EXPERIENCE
IN LUMBER CAMP

FROM A MAINE MAN

DRINK HABIT

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

to
at a mystery at times, refusing
‘high’ and making much
Finally an ob 
breaking away from him I stepped trouble and delay.
around the counter, picking up an serving stranger called my atten
axe handle as I did so telling him tion to the smoke the motor was
‘You have too much oil,’
to take his little piece of .paper and making.
get out.
But instead he turned and he remarked, and removing one of
came at me again.
I hit him with the spaik. plugs I found that he was
the axe handle which he wrenched correct, for it was afloat and foul,
from my hand, then we ‘ came to a although cleaned only the previous
real battle.
At last lie got in a day.
telling blow on one of my eyes and
After putting in my reserve plugs
as I staggered back he brought his I found the trouble eliminated and
foot up kicking me in the face. He shall not forget that lesson. I
had on a heavy pair of spiked or took occasion -that night to wash
calked boots which -cut my jaw up down the interior o f the explosion
ternbly.
This must have given me chambers with kerosene, while the
my second strength for I rallied and car was still hot, letting it drain
went at him like a tiger and must with the plugs out until morning.
have got a terrific blow on the head This took out much of the carbon.
from something, also given one cl
“ A .severe -pounding in the motoi
the same kind for the next I knew began one day while I was still in
I was out of doors lying on my back nocent of the w ays of motor cars.
in the snow with a number of the I could not decide what -it was and
boys working over ine. When I be no man I met could tell me. With
gan to come to my senses they car a garage but three miles away I
ried me in and laid me on my bunk went there.
The piopi-ietor heard
in the office.
It was then I asked the machine coming and stopped me
after Ai’chie and was -told they found before I could drive in.
him beside Mr. Green’s tool chest
“ ‘Don’t giy-o yo-ur engine another
where I must have knocked him be
turnover!’ was his command. ‘You
fore my own “ light went out’’ and
have cut out a (bearing on
your
on his downward journey his head
crankshaft and it may cost you a
had come in contact with the chest
week’s pay if you keep on.’
So it
so that when one of the men came
pi'oved, and I learned then that if
in he found us both “ down and out’’
any really dangerous knocking be
on opposite sides of the room and
gins in a motor it would better not
had taken us both out of doors to be run far.
bring us to.
“ An important part of a car that is
This laid m*1 up for aboufc a -week
hut Marsh cleared out in the night never thought of is the packing plac
lower
without stooping to get the order he ed between the upper and
halves
of
the
crank
case.
If
it
had thrown down in his anger when
has been put in hurriedly and care
he came at me.
On asking Mr. Green in the spring lessly the chances are that it will
what I should do about Marsh's time leak oil aaid if your lubrication is
partly by the splash system it will
he said, “ we’ll ’low you earned th
add it to your own.’’
So I was $22.- be well to have the leak located and
calked, a not difficult piece of w'ork.
50 cents richer out of it.
This was the end of all trouble If the leak continues it is likely to
for that winter and we got about increase and some day find you off
three and a half millions of timber guard with a motor improperly oil
ed.
Also it wastes oil day by day,
on, the banks o f “ Old Sunday.’’
causing
one more item of expense.
Each man was settled up with sat
“ If your brake dr.u-ms leak oil,
isfactorily and Mr. Green, despite all
the drawbacks of the winter’s fresh throwing it over the drive wheels,
do not let some garage shark induce
et cleared abouit $4000.
Thus we were a happy lot that you to have the wheels removed and
.started out that third day of April new packing put in the brakes, when
with three six horse teams, two of perhaps they are still as good as
them loaded with, camp utensils and new, but clean out the troublesome
tools, the third with a crowd of hap oil and pack up with the hardest i
bre grease.
This will incorporate
py, noisy men.
with the residue cf cld oil
left
and prove plenty soft enough
to
W H A T A IL S T H E CAR.
lubricate the brakes.
Hints From an Owner Who
Has
“ If the tail lamp is covered with
Had His Own Troubles.
oil ajid dust, do not accuse it of
leaking kerosene and send it to the
It is easy to find out “ what ails mender until you have
thought
the car’’ when one is at home, but whether the accumulation was blown
when touring through the
Black upon it by the exhaust tube. In this
Forest miles from known aid and ad case it is an indication that you
vice—and things begin to happen— are using rather tco much cylinder
it i.s well to have a knowledge of oil in the motor.
the wheels that buzz or won't budge
“ If oil runs out on the hood give
of sparks that are yet unborn and the fan a little less.
how to produce them.
“ Tighten up your spring bolts af
“ How to put on a tire was shown
ter every trip over rough roads. It
to me by a stranger whom I met at
is the loosening of these bolts hold
the curb one hot day,’ says a writ
ing the spring to axle and body
er in Country Life in America. “ He
which
generally
causes
broken
used no tools except a medium size springs.
screwdriver. ‘Never strike a wheel,
“ If the pan makes trouble by un
with a hammer,’ he said. ‘The steps
hooking,
lower it to the ground and
are:
.First, let out all the
air
possible to remove pressure
from with a hammer or some other tool
the rings.
Then to remove
the hook across its opposite side, draw
rings is easy, and the taking off of ing it toward you while one foot is
This will nar
the shoe and. its tube is but little pressed against it.
harder if one keeps cool and at row its top so that when it is again
work.
A little prying all around, placed on its hooks it will act like
turning the wheel often, brings about a spring and remain in place.
“ Should *he motor seem to get on
the completed task.’
a
queer streak, notice among other
“ Spark plug annoyances are among
the most frequent, and the first things if the pan belt is loose, and
thing to investigate when trouble if so make it tight by removing half
When touring over
occurs or threatens.
A
peculiar an inch of it.
common
roads
it
pays to stop ev
hissing sound one day began in my
motor.
It resembled a long suc ery eight or ten miles to look at
cession of l-ittJle kisses.
It might the tires and motor even if every
be called oscillating osculation. ’ I thing appears to be 'running natural
The man with few troubles is
could not place it and it baffled ev ly.
usually he who has learned to an
ery one to whom I applied.
“ At last the trained, musical ear ticipate difficulties and nip them in
of my wife, who accompanied me, .the bud.’’—Exchange.

the by the shoulder aiming a blow

X landing while I started over the hills me with his fist which I avoided and run in

made her assert that the hissing was
a part -of the sparkling process (a
natural situation in many cases, they
do say) and so I found it to be. Each
explosion back of the plugs was hiss
ing out that syllable through the
plug next the porcelain.
“ I had cleared those plugs the day
before and. had not .set the look nut
firmly enough on that one. I learn
ed another way to locate this dif
ficulty later; it is by noting wheth
er the .porcelain is clean.
If
it
shows a smoky streak put on the
wrench again.
By the way, these
plugs as well as their bi'ass cen
ters, need firm setting.
“ The planetary transmission of a
small touring car I once owned was

True Anglers Use

Tfie Williams Barbless Hook
Because it is guaranteed to
catch and hold better than
a barbed hook, yet you can
remove the little fish without
injury. Yearlings, spawn,
and their killing wastes thou
sands of eggs, this means
certain ruin to a glorious sport. The
Williams Barbless hook is a scientific
and a practical lure, no mechanism, just
its ingenious shape. It stands for a
SQUARE deal to the future of the sport:
a SQUARE deal to the little fish and a
SQUARE deal to yourself as a sports
man. Imported standard flies, $ 1.6 0 per
dozen, bait hooks 25 cents.
LACEY Y. WILLIAMS,
418 W ater St.,

Oak Harbor, Ohio
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gaited trotter as a 3-years old, but
tack with carpet tacks, also close
though his stride was long enough
up the lips at the nose of the skin
it may not have been rapid enough
and fasten with a tack or two. Al
for race winning speed. Great speed
ways hang in a cool, shady place
requires both length of stride and
where it is dry and where the sun
rapidity of action.
A very
long
Berwick, Me., April 1, 1913.
don’t ,hit.
I always hang furs with
striding horse tires more
quickly, To Hie Editor of *Mnine Woods:
the head of the skin up for sever
both on the track and on ithe road
I will try and give a few hints on al reasons.
No. 2.
As I am pressed for
than a shorter striding one
that the proper care of furs.
I have time and have a lame right hand I
gathers
quickly.
None
of
the
get
I farm,’’ formerly owned by Dr. .Pres
B y S. W . P a rlin .
seen hundreds of dollars worth of will not write any more, nor will I
cott and is now owned by M. H. of Shooting Star ever made a rec furs spoiled by improper care while
write an article in reply to some
Flying Eaton was a handsome Davenport, the R. F. D. mail carrier. ord in standard time, according to in the trappers’ hands.
Now as writers that think it is a
cruel
smoothly turned, stylish horse,
a
Mr. Collins moved to
Kingfiel-d, the Year Book but one of his daugh six muskrat skins that
are well thing to catch fur bearing animals.
■bright cherry bay in color with black Me., taking the horse with him and ters produced the trotter, Imogene handled are worth as much as sev
Anyhow- I don’t know as these ar
legs, mane and tail, both hind feet j Flying Eaton was kept there some 2.23 1-4, bred by the late John Oli en poorly handled ones, why,
by
ticles are worth the bother to com 
white, coat short, fine and glossy. ; time for stock purposes, after which ver of Freeman, Maine.
taking good care of your muskrat
ment on, but anyhow I hope the
He was a little larger than Young j he was bought by Dan Goff the first
The paternity of Flying Eaton has skins you are gaining an extra skin
trappers will take better care
of
Hogarth and of more elegant confor ' passenger conductor on the Maine been a subject of considerable dis so to speak.
their furs.
Next time I write I’ll
mation and poise, In shape and ap j Central railroad, after its extension cussion but there is indisputable evI always skin and stretch a niuskabout
pearance in harness he resembled th to Farmington.
When Flying Eaton idence that his sire was old Eaton Irat almost, if rot quite, as careful- try and give a few hints
shipping,
packing
and
selling
furs.
descendants of the Vermont Black was so old as to be of little value, that is registered as Eaton Horse : ly as I would a mink.
I most alH. E. Ford.
^Hawk branch o f the Morgan family. he became the property of the late 122.
The Eaton Horse 122 was des- j ways use a skinning knife, made
ie was a pure gaited trotter with Samuel Farmer, who then was pro- j crib-ed as a 16 1-2 hand, 1450 pound ! from a common paring knife only
elastic action and his natural knee prietor of the hotel known as the animal whose color was dappled sor- j I grind the Made so that it has a NEW WORLD'S RECORD FOR IN
action was more beautiful than that Barden House in this village. No rbl, with a narrow white stripe in j round point.
I like a round point
DOOR RIFLE SHOOTING.
of any Hackney that the writer has better roadsters have ever been his face; got by the Avery horse; skinning knife for it works better
ever seen in a show ring. He not raised in Franklin county than were danx by Wimthrop Messenger, a for me than any other style.
I
By placing 98 shots within a cir
only raised his knees unusually high many of the get of .Flying Eaton. son of imported Messenger.
The carry this with me in a leather case. cle the size of a dime, at®75 feet,
but also threw his feet forward far Good judges of horse stock in Mass Avery horse, sire of
the
Eaton I also carry a skinning gamble made
ther than do the Hackneys, with a achusetts have assured the writer horse 122, was a dark dappled chest o* stiff heavy wire, such as. is us a five man team representing the
Park Rifle club of Bridgeport, Gt.,
bold round motion, describing the that the best roadster they
ever nut in color; 15-3 hands high, and ed by telephone men for guy wire.
established a new world’s record for
arc of a circle in the air, instead of owned was by Flying Eaton.
One weight 1200 pounds; sired by Buee- This I bend up in the shape of in
an acute angle as described by the of h'iis daughters, a very handsome phales, dam, a white mare brought verted V making a hook on indoor shooting with .22 caJlibre rif
les, last week, and bested the club’s
choppy gaited Hackneys.
bay mare, was owned by David Snow from Vermont and claimed to
be each end to hook under the gamble previous high maTk, 99,6 out
of
of
Andover,
Mass.,
at
the
time
he
Flying Eaton may not have been
by Sherman Morgan, the best son cord of each hind leg of the game 1,000—an unbeaten world’s
record
able to show quite as much speed owned the noted stallion Daniel of the famous Justin Morgan found the (“ apex’’ of the angle) gamble is
since early in 1912—by two points.
Mr. Snow' named he er of the valuable Morgan family of hooked on, or over a limb the an
ait the trot as did Young Hogarth, Lambert, 102.
The record score was made with
She produced
the roadsters and trotters.
but he was fully as prompt
and Bessie Snow.
imal is booked on and the skin Remington U. M. C. metallic cart
spirited a roadster as the latter and trotter Ethel Lambert 2.29 3-4.
I cut through ridges,
Bucepliales, the paternal grandsire is easy to remove.
against the New Orleans
Some of the best of Flying Eat of the Eaton horse was a 1400 pound the skin at the back or gamble joint,
be imparted this quality to his o ff
team in a National Rifle association
spring with unusual uniformity. Fly on’s get were faster trotters than bay animal foaled about 1826, bought s-plit on the inside of each hind indoor league match.
ing Eaton was foaled in 1830, the were any of the sons or daughters in a livery stable in Boston, Mass., leg across, passing 1 1-2 inches for
There had been strenuous comp
His fastest by when seven years old for $400. The ward of the base of the tail. Skin
property of Joseph Whittemore of of Young Hogarth.
etition
for the high score through
the
records
was
John
Franklin,
bred
Phillips, Maine.
The writer first
parties from whom he was bought down the leg far enough to get the out the league season and
many
saw him when he was two years old. by Joseph Bangs of Salem, sold when said that he came from Vermont and animal on the gamble, then
cut
other
clubs
had
made
excellent
He was then owned by Joshua Park three years old to. Charles Carville was from Messenger stock.
If so the skin, up to and around the tail.
er, then of Phillips, who
bought of Farmington, from whom he was it is not improbable that he may Peel the skin down and off over the strings but it remained for the park
him as a weanling and
exhibited soon afterwards bought by the late have been by Bishop’s Hambleton- head, skinning the fore legs
to team to set the new standard for
the world’s indoor shooters.
When four years ian, a son by imported Messenger, the feet, cut these off,
him as a 2-years old at the first Samuel Farmer.
pulll the
The marksmen who figured in the
cattle show and fair of the North old in 1869 John Franklin, then own that stood for stock purposes
in skin off over these; skin down ov
M. J.
er the head, cutting it close to the record making shoct are:'
Franklin Agricultural society
held ed by Samuel Farmer and driven by Vermont at one time.
in Phillips lower village, below the Dr. Rollins now of Portland, Maine,
head at the eyes, ears and cut the Lyons, W. W. Narramore and C. B.
The dam of Flying Eaton was
old cemetery.
Mr. Parker sold him won the race for 4-years old
nose off with the skin cut around Narramore who made perfect scores
brought
to Phillips with Flying
Van
Fair.
the mouthi close so as not to leave of 200 straight and C. W.
the next year to James Towle, then trotters at the Maine State
Eaton in utero, by Hiram Church, a
Stone
and
C.
R.
Disbro-w
who
each
Portland,
.in
2.52,
2.49.
of Phillips, who kept him a few
j any fur on the. carcass. Be careful
son of Charles Church, Esq.
Mr. Farmer sold two-thirds inter
in skinning not to cut the skin and scored 199 out of a possible 200.
years and then sold him, if we re
latter was then proprietor of a gen
Speaking of -conditions under wlijch
member correctly, to George Collins, est in John Franklin to Bradford and
don’t have any fat on the skin ’if
eral assortment store at Phillips up
a blacksmith, whose shop was on Sawyer of Massachusetts, but. for
you can prevent it.
The fat on the the ■-match was shot Secretary C. R.
per village and bis merchandise was
what was
known as the “ Lime some cause, perhaps lack of inherskin burns it and causes the fur to Disbrow of the Park club -made this
brought from Hallowell or Gardiner
|itance from his dam, he failed to
slip i. e. pull out.
If there is any interesting statement—note the pro
by a team of horses driven by his
i improve in speed as much as was
fat on the skin it is best to re phecy:
son Hiram.
On one of his trips
expected.
After leaving
Maine
“ Our club is an odd, four-story
move it with the edge of the knife
for goods Hiram Church bought or
|John Franklin was started in 14
building situated near the railroad
and thumb.
traded for a small sized, Morgan pat
|races and won first money in three
Now if the fur is muddy or rough track on one side and the trolley on
j of them. His best race was at terned mare that was claimed to ed up just smooth it out with your the other, on made ground.
The
FAMOUS
be a Morgan, and as she possessed
Lancaster, N. H., July 3, 1875, where
hand or a brush, clean the flesh ground floor is given over to stores,
the true Morgan characteristics the
BACKWOODS
he won in straight heats, time, 2.side in good shape and stretch. on the second are the club parlors
claim was undoubtedly correct. An
34 1-2, 2.39 1-2, 2.39. Another prem
This is the outline of skinning most and reading room, the fourth the
old resident of Phillips who was a
FAIRY TALES
ising son of Flying Eaton was known
alt animals but the tails and feet billiard and pool room, and the
good judge of horse stock informed
as Tom Parker.
He was .bred by
of such animals as mink, fox, etc., third the shooting range. By using
j
the writer more than 50 years ago
a Mr. Davis of Salem, Me.,
who
tube ;
should be left on the skin.
The two rooms and by building
that a few days alter this
mare
sold him when young to
Thomas
one main thing is to be careful and from the rear of the building, sup
was brought to- Phillips he saw Hi
Ed G ra n t, B eaver Pond C am ps.
Parker, then of Kingfield. but late
■see ho-ftT nice you can make your porting them c-n props 35 feet
ram Church driving her up and down
New reading matter, interesting.
furs lock and you will be well re high, we secured 25 yards. As the
Tih-e first edition was exhausted much of Phillips. Mr. Parker sold him whe the village street.
He said that
sooner than we expected and the popu- four years old to Samuel Farmer,
range was built for off hand shoot
paid if you setl to the right dealei
3ar demand was so great for a second and he in turn sold him when sev she was a very smart traveller and
ing
it was necessary to
provide
Now
is
the
stretching.
In
the
edition that we published an enlarged
showed excessive knee action,
as
We
and improved edition to be sold by en years cld to Edward Maynard of
big woods trappers use split ced benches for prone shooting.
mail (postpaid) at the low price named. Boston, who then was proprietor of much, according to his description, |ar, hoops bows and many
did
this
by
using
two
saw
horses
other
Twelve cents, postpaid.
Stamps ac
as did her son, Flying Eaton, that
a fine stable in Bowdoin Square,
means of stretching a skin. First 3 feet 6 inches high with a platform
cepted.
J. W . B R A C K E T T CO.
It doesn’t sound bad,, but
|which later was converted
into was. foaled the following season.
let me say not to over stretch. Just on top.
P hillips, M aine.
(Continued next week.)
|what is now known as the Bowdoin
hold the skin out as large as
if a light breath of air will sway the
rooms
J Square theatre. Tom Parker was
was while on the animal.
Don’t butts and tubes.; the two
smoke; eve* •
|never raced.
try to make a small skin grade as catch and hold the
MAPS OF M AINE
Shooting Star, a bay stallion, bred
large.
You perhaps may be able train and trolley vibrates the build
RESORTS AN D ROADS ! by Henry Carville, then of Freeman,
to do this but you will make the fur ing; the slamming cf a door means-,
i seemed to be one of the most prom thin and the skin will not be a nine; every man must keep still*
Maine Woods has frequent
in |ising of the get of Flying
Eaton
graded as good as a rule as
it even walking can be felt when shoot
quiries for maps of the fishing re |when young.
We believe our
conditions
He was a slashing
would, if you had: used
a
small ing.
gions of the state, etc.
We can
stretching board.
In stretching the are the worst of any club in the
fumisjh tjhe following maps:
The new Forest
Commissioner
Franklin County ........................ $ .50
board stretcher is used more than league, and as the league season
Blaine S. Viles visited Maehias on
Somerset County .............................50
any other and I will say that it is is over we dream of a -concrete build
Tuesday of last week, where
a
Oxford County ................................ 50
just a common thin board
about ing with the ranges on the ground
Piscataquis County .........................50
most cordial reception was tended
three-eighths of an inch thick round with room for prone, off hand, re
Aroostook County ........................... 50
to
him
by
the
prominent
lumbermen
Washington County ........................ 50
ed and cut to the proper
shape. volver and pistol ranges. Then we
of the county.
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in ..1.00
Lots of boys cut, to shape a shingle will get the possible score.”
Geological map of Main© ............. 35
The timberland owners talked over and use it for a stretching board,
R. R. map otf Maine .................... 35
the isituaticn cf file wardens and but I don’t like this slipshod meth
Androscoggin County .................... 35
protection to timberland with
the od.
Cumberland County ....................... 35
I will give what I think is the
new commissioner. Speeches were proper sized stretcher for musk
Hancock County .............................. 50
Kennebec County ........................... 35
made by Commissioner Viles
and rats.
Knox County ............................... .35 S.tlOlvE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke
President
Wing
of
the
Maehias
Lum
•jut
more
mink,
“
coon’
’
,
skunk,
etc.,
in
one
day
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .35 han they can take in traps in a month -besides
Small:
Width at tail 4 1-2 inber company.
Mr. Wing
stated cheg. wWth at shoulders, 3
Penobscot County ............................50 they get prime furs worth the most money.
" 1-2
J " in
Waldo County ................................... 35 A DIM E brings illustrated guide. It tells how. that while the work done by Chief
ches;
distance
from
nose
to
shoul
Giving
the
first
time
in
print
the
treasured
sec
"York County .................................... 35 rets of the wisest old trapper in this country, it’s Fire Warden John Sullivan was most
ders, 3 1-2 inches; nose of these
worth
dollars
to
you.
J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
satisfactory, 'nevertheless, if ac ■should be well rounded off
and
TRAPPER’S SUPPLY CO.
cording to the old adage that
to not too pointed; edges of the board
Phillips.
Maine.
BOX W „ OAK PARK, ILL.
the victor belongs the spoils, should should be smooth and. thinned down
demand, a change in the Aire ward to round edge. Medium size: Width
GUI DES’ A D D RESSES
ens, he sincerely hoped that
Mr. at tail 5 1-2 inches; width at shoul
A.
K.
Ames
in"glut
have
the
posi
W ith a Six
ders, 4 1-2 inches; distance nose
This column is for sale to guides
tion.
Months’ Trial
to shoulders, 4 1-2 inches; length,
who w ant th eir addresses to appear
Subscription to
Commissioner Viles gave a talk 20 inches.
The small size need
in Maine Woods each week in a l 
cn fire protection, and
President be only 16 inches long. Large size:
phabetical order.
For price address
Wing related many anecdote© of his Width at taill, 6 1-2 inches.; width
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
Trappers all over the United States trip around South America last year. at shoulders, 5 1-2 inches; distance
read MAINE WOODS weekly.
AND
Among the prominent tinuberland from nose tp shoulders, 5 1-2 in
Leander A. Dele, Sebago Lake, Me.
An advertisement in this paper will owner© w’ho attended the meeting ches; length 22 inches.
Earl G. Johnston, Masiardis, Me.
The above may n&t be just the
R. B. Lowirie, R. F. D. 1, Eaafcbrook, bring you
were: Wilson D. Wing, president of
Maine.
ADDITION AL BUSINESS. the Machia© Lumber company; M. size that some fur buyers prefer
For O n e Dollar
C. S. McGowan, Portage Lake, Me.
Dyer Higgins, Denmyiavil'.e Lumber but I have never bad a buyer find
Advertising rates quoted on applica
any fault with my furs not being
George H. Potts, Brtidgbc-n, Me.
company;
Jame©
R.
Talbot,
East
Ma
The
Oldest
Outdoor Weekly:—Recog
tion to
nized authority on Hunting, Fishing,
Put the back
H. H. Tibbetts, 16 Man Ly St., Au
ehias; Judsion Hall, Whiting; C. Sul taken care of right.
Trap-shooting, Yachting, Archery and
MAINE WOODS,
Game Conservation. S u b s c r i p t i o n
the
livan, P. J. SuMivan and Harry M r of the skin on one side of
burn, Maiin-e.
price, $3 a year. Send fov sample copy.
E. G. Webber, Jay, Maine.
Reavy, Whitney ville and
Edward beard and the bel’y on the other;
FO R E ST a n d ST R E A M PUB. CO.
Phillips,
Maine.
draw down the tail of the skin and
127 F r a n k l in S t . . . N e w Y o r k
Aldan Watters, Fort Kent, Maine.
Chase, Baring.

HANDLING AND
CARE OF FURS

HORSES OF NORTHERN
FRANKLIN COUNTY, MAINE

’R VILES
VISITS MACHIAS

Slow’s Pneumatic Smoker

We Offer You

Razor

FUR DEALERS

ATTENTION!

STREAM

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, APRIL 10, 1913
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Where To Go In Maine
A N D R O S C O G G IN

COUNTY.

L E W IS T O N , M A IN E .
D e W it t
H ouse. Leading- H o tel.

HOWES' DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.
U nex

celled in M ain e.
B o ok let free. G eorge
S. P a ttee , Proprietor, L ew iston, M e.
ARO OSTO OK

Are situated on First Debsconeag Lake. l-4naiie from W est Branch Penobscot; Reached
from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
own garden, and hennery: daily mail; best New York. Philadelphia and Boston references.

For MOOSE and DEER

COUNTY,

W I N T E R V I L L E . M A IN E .
Red R iv er C a m p s.
B ea u tifu l
vacation s.
Resit of fishing.

place
T.

for
H.

T w eedie.

MT. K A T A H D 1X at our doorway offers beat mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
these camps to Sourdnahunk. Rainbow, Nahmikanta Lakes.
A specialty made of outfitting and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.

Best Family Cooking in Maine.
DEER A N D MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Maine
Rates $2 00
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowahoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.

CUM BERLAND

COUNTY.

HERBERT

W EST

M.

SNO W

HOWES,

HOTEL
Portland,

Prop’r.

GOME TO OTTER POND G A M P S

%
•tjj This Spring and catch Trout weighing

rom three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon
jv too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address.

Maine

1&

G E O R G E M c K E N N E Y , G a ra tu n k , M a in e.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

W IN T E R P IC K E R E L F IS H IN G
the finest in Maine, through the ice. No license to pav. No limit as to
the number of fish or pounds. One party took 7 barrels. Nice warm
rooms. Hotel right on shore of lake. Best of board. Daily mail. Tel.
a n d Tel. connections. Terms only $2.00 per day. Write for any further
information wanted.

F R A N K L IN C O U N T Y .

J . G. H A R L O W ,

Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying camps.
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

THE FLAG STAFF,

Flagstaff. M e .

FISHING
Write

H U N T IN G
Let me furnish you with references of well known, reliable guides and sportsmen,
who have hunted at these camps. Large and small game hunting of the very best.
Booklets.

R . B . T A Y L O R , W e s t G arry P on d G a m p s, Dead R iver, M e .

RANG ELEY LAKES.
B ald M ountain C am ps are situ ated at
the fo o t o f B 0 M M ou n tain in a good
fish in g section .
S te a m b o a t a ccom m o
dations O. K . T elephone ait cam p s. T w o
m ails daily. W r it e for free circulars to
A M O S E L L I S , P r o p ’r .,
B ald M o u n ta in ,
M a in e

MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL AND GAMPS
on Rangeley Lake, Rangeley, Maine.

Season of 1913
Under the management of RUSSELL BRENNAN and JOSEPH W .GREEN of New York City
For booklet, information, etc., address
RUSSELL BRENNAN, Hotel Collingwood, New York
Deer and bird shooting almost at the
door of Hotel Blanchard. Write for
booklet.
E. H . G R O S E , Stratton, Maine.
SA D D L E B A C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine

SPRING FISHING!

The highest and coolest Public Resort
in Maine. Individual camps with open
fires. Fly fishing for trout assured,
every day, either lake or stream. Send
for free booklet.
DION O. BLACKWELL, Prop.
Round Mountain, Maine.

We are located right by the
side of a famous SALMON
pool. Best early fishing in
the state, Salmon weighing
3 lbs. Everything the best.
Board $2 per day; $10 per
week. Auto direct to hotel.

I wish to announce that I shall have the man
agement of the Moose look m^guntic House this
season.
MRS. P. B. BURNS,
Haines Landing, Maine

WILLIMANTIC,
MAINE
Telephone

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE CAMPS

HOTEL EARLEY,

Carrabasset, Maine.
F ox Hnnters. as well as those looking for
Mrds and deer, can find sport at Carrabasset
Spring Farm and Cottages. Hunters need not
travel far to get their limit of game. Write
N. C H AM PAG N E.
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
Y ork G am ps, L oon L a k e .
A d d re ss
L ew is Y ork , R an g eley, M e. B o ok let.

ROWE POND

J.

NO BIG LIES ABOUT FISH

But good fair fishing is the usual thing the season through.
come once, you will come again.
Write for booklets, and engage camps early.

Woods o f Maine
K in g

an d

B a r tle tt

G am p s,

2,000

n ificen t scenery.
R en ew
in th e b a lsa m -la d e n
air
ideal resort.

yo u r health
of
M a in e ’s

A d d ress

U P T O N , M A IN E .
D u rkee’s C am p.
On L a k e U m b a g o g on
C am b ridge R iver. B e s t o f D eer
and
D u c k bunting-.
E x c e lle n t F ly F ishing
and

T ro llin g

fo r

T ailed T ro u t.

S alm on

an d

Square

T . A . D urk ee, P ro p ., Up

KENNEBEC

B a r t le t t C a m p s .

A d d re s s , F a r m in g to n ,
season opens.

at Middledam, will open for the season
of 1913 at the usual date. Write for
booklet and terms to
E. F. COBURN,
Andover, Maine

ton, M ain e.

H ARRY M. PIERCE,
K in g a n d

8 0 M E R 8 E T CO UNTY.

LAKEWOOD CAMPS

feet

above s e a level, un excelled
fo r
trout
fish in g or a n ou tin g.
Ind ividual c a b 
in s, open, w ood fires, exce lle n t cuisine,
fine n atural lith ia sp rin g w ater, m a g 

M e .,

u n til

BELGRADE
th e

LAKE V I E W HOU S E
on Rangeley Lake.
W rite for booklet and Tates.

N. H. ELLIS, Prop.,
Rangeley,

Maine

CO UN TY.

LAKES,

If you

Rowe Pond, Maine

H. W. MAXFIELD,

T h is p lac e Is fa m o u s f o r th e E a r ly
T r o u t F is h in g a n d E x c e lle n t G u id e s .

THE

JZ7

This is the place for you, your-family, or both, any time in the
season. Light, clean, neat Cabins, dry clean boats, good food, courteous
attention.

R A N G ELEY LAKESG am p B em is, Tihe B irch es, Tlhe B arker.
W r it e for free circular.
C apt. F . C.
B a rk er, B e m is, M aine.

IN

JACKM AN,

M A IN E .

L a k e P a rk , B ea u tifu lly situ ate d on the
shore o f Hake W o o d .
A u to in g , M o to r
in g,
T ro u t
an d S alm on fish in g .
17
m ile s o f lak e and 60 m iles o f
river
b oatin g.
T w in Island Cam ps a t S k in 
ner, E . A . B oothm an.

T H I S IS NO JOKE
G om e to G h ase Pond
I’ ll u s e you right
T h e r e a r e plenty of tro u t
T h a t a re rea d y to bite.
Guy G h adb ou rn e, B in g h a m , M e .

M A IN E .

T he Belgrade.
B e s t S p ortsm e n ’s H otel
in N e w E ngland .
B e s t b la c k b a ss fis h 
ing in the w orld, b e st tro u t fish in g in
M aine.
Ohas. N . H ill $ S o n , M an a gers.

CENTRAL HOUSE
BELGRADE

L AK ES,

SIG H TED
COAST.

O FF

» « * ■ !« »

The first flock of snow geese ever
reported on the coast of Maine was
seen at Pine Point Friday by R. W.
Pills'bury, proprietor of the Ptfllslhury
House.
'
Tire Snow Goose, the scientific
name of which is Chen. Nivalis, al
ways makes its northward migration
along the Mississippi valley
and
through the Middle West to the
breeding grounds1 in the far north.
A. H. Norton, curator of the Port
land society of Natural History says
that so far as he knows there is
but one recorded instance of the
Snow Goose appearing in this lo
cality.
This was when a singfle
bird or straggler was shot
some
years ago.
A flock had never been
reported until Friday.
Mir. Pillsbury, who is one of the
best posted authorities on game bird
in western Maine and
who
has
shot ducks and geese for over 40
years, says that he never saw
a
snow goose before Friday.
It was just about noon time when
Mr. Pillsbury was walking from- his
house to the ham which is but a
few rods from the beach, that he
saw a flock of 18 or 20 of the beau
tiful snow white geese wheel
in
from south’ard and light on the
sand pit which runs out like pen
insular where the little Duns-tan riv
er empties into the ocean. He im
mediately hurried into the house and
got out his powerful marine glasses.
With these he was able to bring
thie birds within close range.
He
immediately recognized the distin
guished mark cf the snow goose,
the black wing tips, the rest of the
plumage being snow white.
The birds fed along the sand spit
, for about 15 minutes, and then a boy
who had spied them ran down and
scared them off.
The geese
did
not fly far, but lit just across the
river on the Prouts Neck side. Some
one saw them and opened fire on
the flock with a repeating rifle but
Mr. Pillsbury wan (unable to see
whether any ibirds were killed. The
flock got up and flew off to the east
ard.
There are various theories for the
appearance of the Snow Geese so far
away from their usual northward
route.
Some gunners say that the
leader of the flook may have been
shot.
This would have a tendency
to disconcert the birds.
A flock of
cqrnmon Canada geese will wander
way out of their course, if deprived
of their leader.
Mr. Pillsbury says
he has known flocks of Canada geese
to hang around, this vicinity until
June, when their leader had been
killed.
r
One man suggests that the recent
severe wind storm-s and high waters
in the middle west may have made
the birds deviate from their usual
course.—Portland Sunday Telegram.
THE

F IR S T S A L M O N
W E IG H S
SIX TE E N p o u n d s .

The first salmon to be caught i.n
the Penobscot river during the sea
son of 1913 was landed about 7 a.
m. Friday morning, the fourth day
of open season and three days lat
er than the first fish taken a year
ago, says the Bangor Commercial,
when Karl Anderson was the fortuComa to PIERCE POND CAMPS

Lake Parlin House and Gamps.

Axe d e lig h tfu lly situ ated on shore o f
Bear Spring Gam ps-Fishing, Hunting, good
V IA R U M F O R D F A L L S .
food and up-to-date camps. Ali the pleasure you H ake P arlin on direct line from Q uebec
to R an g eley L a k e s, popu lar
th orou gh 
B est
Salm on
an d T rou t
FUshing in OxpfSBt. The place where you go home satisfied,
that you have got your money’s worth. W rite G. fare for a u tom o b ile s, b e in g a
distance
M ain e.
F ly fish in g b egin s ab ou t June D . Mosher & Son. Oakland, Maine. A f t e r June o f 122 m iles each w ay.
1.
Send for circu lar.
H o u se alw a y s list. Belgrade I abed. Maine.
L a k e P arlin an d the 12 o u t ponds in
open.
John
C h ad w ick & C o ., Upper
th e rad ius o f fou r m iles
furnish the
Jamaica
Point
Camps
b
est
of fly fish in g the w hole season.
D a m , M aine.
Best Sportsman’s Camps on the Belgrade Lake. T h e bouse an d cam p s are n e w an d ha ve
Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm all
m odern
con v en ien ces,
su ch
as
in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall & b a th s, g a s lig h ts , open ro ck firep laces,
CLARK & TOOTH AKER’ S
Stone, Oakland. Me., after May 16th. Belgrade e tc .
T h e cu isin e is unexcelled.
i.i.j
W ill re-open for the Lakes. Maine.
C anoeing,
b oatin g,
b a th in g , tennis,
rlM M nt Island Lamps sea9cm of 1913, as soon
m ou n ta in clim b in g, au tom o b llin g, etc.
as the ice goes out. Write for booklet.

st Is land , O x fo rd C ounty, M a in *.

GEiESE
M A IN E

M AINE

Offers every inducement to Fishermen, Hunters
and Nature Lovers. Is situated on shores of two
lakes.
Beautiful Scenery.
Send for booklet.
Open May 1,1913.
C. H. AU STIN .
Proprietor

OXFORD CO UNTY.

CLARK & TOOTH AKER,

Maj. George MeL. Presson of
Farmington has been engaged to de
liver the Memorial day address be
fore John F. Appleton Post and the
citizen® of Farmington, the 30fh of
May next.
Maj. Presson has al
ways taken a great interest in mil
itary and national affairs and will no
doubt present a very interesting and
instructive address.

Miliinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debaconeag, Me.

END

H. M. CASTNER,

MAJOR PRESSON TO
DELIVER ADDRESS

Write for booklet.
H . P.
Jackm an,

M cKENNEY,

P r o p r ie to r ,
M a in e .

If you are looking for a place to catch large
trout and salmon; also fine fly fishing in new
ponds. W rite for information on actual facts.
Camps open May 1 to Dec. 15.
C. A . SP A U L D IN G
Caratunk, Maine.

TROUT BROOK CAMPS.
Located in the heart of the hunting and fish
ing region. Square tail trout and salmon w eigh
ing up to 10 pounds. Comfortable lo g camps
and good table. For further information, address
R. R. W A L K E R .
Mackamp. Maine

W A S H IN G T O N
CATANCE

CO UNTY.

LAKE.

B e st o f S alm on a n d T rou t
fishing-.
A ls o all kinds o f g a m e In season.
In 
form ation an d T e r m s furnished on a p 
plication.
O. K e ith ,

P r iv a te boarding
Coop er, M aine.

house.

F.

nate angler ;to put the gaff into two
silversides on the opening day.
This fish weighed 16 pounds and
brought the highest figure ever paid
for a Penobscot salmon, at least in
recent years, the whole fish netting
the fortunate fisherman a total of
$32.
This marks the high water
mark in salmon prices, the average
figure in past seasons ranging from
$1.25 to $1.50 and seldom reaching
the latter figure.
But this year witnessed the hot
test race for the initial fish
that
has ever taken place, for as a fact,
Oscar A. Fickett has usually secur
ed the first fish without any diffi
culty.
He had told Charles Bissell
that lie must get that first fish to
fill his order, anyhow, and if
Bissell proved not to be the luc*^
angler, then it would be up to him
to see that the fish was bought at
the pool for Mr. Fickett.
There were others, however, who
had their eye on the first salmon,
as Mr. Fickett’s customers didn’t
have all the friends and certain oth
er residents of the city were watch
ing events with intentness and de
termination.
Bissell caught
the
fish, atone and without the slight
est help from anybody and his stand
ing order with Mr. Fickett
was
promptly filled, the handsome fish
occupying the place of honor in fr o r '
of the Fickett market all day, with
a Mg label to call attention to the
fact that this was the initial catch
and Likewise that it cost more than
any one salmon ever sold by a pool
fisherman.
For a long term of years, the first
fish was bought by John McGregor
of South Lincoln and sent to W.
Campbell Clark of New Jersey. Al
though. both these men are dead,
Mrs. McGregor keeps a standing ord
er for the first salmon at Fickett’s
and sends it to Mrs. Clark, so that
this privilege continues to be en
joyed. by her in spite of the chang
es of the years.
The first fish in 1912 was caught
by Karl Anderson, and, as in the
present instance, was landed (com
mercially) by Fickett.
It is not in
frequently the case that the first fish
is not caught on the opening day.
Muddy water, due to melting snow
and heavy rains, have kept the riv
er in a condition where the
fish
could hardly be expected to see the
fly, even if there were hundreds of
fish swimming about in the pool. Mr.
Bissell was fishing all alone, having
been one of the three or four am
bitious anglers who have been wait
ing on the pool ever since Tuesday
morning for a strike. When the fish
struck he was some distance from
anybody and called for assistance,
but managed finally, before aid ar
rived to lead the fish ashore on the
Brewer side and safely drive itbgaff home.
It was a happy fisher
man who walked to -the city and
turned his prize over to the wait
ing marketman.
Now that the fishing has started,
there are likely to be a good many
caught at the pool, unless
heavy
rains should again flood the river
with mud from the shores and, trib
utary streams.
The condition of
the wiater promises a fairly good sea
son, perhaps one of the best and all
sportsmen who can steal away from
business and other cares, will hope
to have a try at the gamy fish which
are so highly prized both for fight
ing and eating qualities.
DOG C A P TU R E S

M IN K .

The Bath Independent
has
a
good, story about a dog which be
longs to Walter Hill, who lives on
the Morse farm at Phippshurg near
the Reach.
According to the story
of the dog, which is a little fellow,
is a great hunter and will go along
the river bank for hours, looking for
these little fur bearing animals. It
is said that one day, not long ago,
the dog sighted a mink close by the
shore and gave chase.
The mink
finally took to the water but this
made no difference to the pup,
which promptly jumped in
after
him and in a few minutes had Mr.
Mink captured and back on shore.
It is also said that once this sum
mer a big eagle which is to be seen
in the neighborhood of the Reach,
most of the time, attacked the tit
le dog with the evident, intention
of carrying him off and making a
meal of him, but the eagle found he
had tackled too stiff a proposition,
and the dog gave him such a battle
that he was very glad to speed
away in search of an easier victipi.

